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EDITORIAL 

Since the last issue of Cassiopeia, there has been much dis~ussion and act.ivity on 
initiatives toward possible new Canadian optical telescopes , and indeed several pages of 
this issue are concerned wholly or partly with that topic. We have debated the sc.ientific 
merits of a moderately large high-resolution telescope, already discussed in earlier issues by 
Rene Racine, and of obtaining a share of one (or more) of the several very large tcleswpcs 
now being proposed, designed or constructed. We have learned a little nbout radical new 
designs involving liquids, either as optical elements or as support mechanisms, which may 
perhaps lead to much reduced costs , but whose usefulness and versatility is so far unknown. 
We have also heard arguments for and against buying into existing major observatories , 
which would give us access to many instruments large and small, but at remote sites and 
at a high price. 

In all this discussion, which is still going on, it is important not to lose sight of several 
related matters. These include, but are not limited to, the following. 

1. Owing to the failure of CLBA and the closure of ARO, Canadian radio astronomers 
are even more handicarped by lack of instruments than are optical astronomers, and clearly 
from the discussions 0 ACA, they need more time to adapt to the opportunities presented 
by our share of JCMT. Although they are fewer in number, their needs seem to be at least 
as urgent 88 those of optical astronomers. At a minimum, current developments at DRAO 
should be completed and consideration given to reopening ARO, if only 88 a ground station 
for any space-based radio project in which Canada becomes a partner . 

2. Bigger isn't necessarily better, 88 the experiences, described in this issue, of Bill 
Wehlau and Jaymie Matthews a t the Soviet Special Observatory suggest. Indeed it is clear 
that good detectors and good seeing are at least as important as light- gathering power. 

3. Optical astronomers need telescopes of all sizes, as Alan Batten points out, again in 
this issue. And the CFHT is not the only Canadian telescope whose time is oversubscribed 
- both the medium-sized telescopes of the DAO are 88 well. Indeed this is probably true 
for any Canadian telescope over one metre in aperture, and perhaps also for several even 
smaller ones. Obviously money spent on instrumenting these fully-subscribed telescopes 
well, to make observing with them as efficient and productive 88 possible, would be money 
well spent . 

4. Compared with most of the newly proposed telescopes, mediulll-sized telescopes are 
cheap to run and maintain. And, 88 Alan Batten also observes, ours are accessible and 
enable some of us to pursue those long-term projects that are of necessity neglected if one 
is forced to travel great distances for a few nights a year. Many more of us observe with 
them than can hope to get much time on a giant telescope in which Canada has even as 
much as a half share. These instruments nre not merely complementary to large ones like 
the CFHT and those newly proposed - they an, our hrend·",,, I· llIItter, II", I,ackl ,o"c' of our 
subject, and the ones we can least do without. 

The bottom line is this: either (or both) the high·resolution telescope nncl t l ... very 
large telescope would be marvellous new tools for Canadian astronomers, and ll", dC'signs 
involving liquids show promise and are worth pursuing. But any new optical project cannot 
be bought at the cost of losing our existing medium-sized telescopes. None of those 50 far 
proposed, exci ting though they may be, comes close to being worth such a sacrifi ce. 

Colin Scarfe 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 1988 
held during the 

Nineteenth Meeting of the Canadian Astronomical Society 
Champlain College Lecture Hall 

Trent University 
Wednesday, June I, 1988 

1. ELECTION & ADOPTION OF MINUTES: 
Emest Seaquist, President of the Society, called the meeting to order, with about 70 

members present. The secretary gave 165 returned ballots to scrutineers Amelia Wehlau 
and Chris Pritchet, who retired to count the ballots. Jean-Rene Roy moved and Tom 
Lalldecker seconded that: 

MOTION 1 
The minute3 0/ the 1987 Annual General Meeting be adopted 113 publi3hed in the 1987 

Summer Sol3tice i33ue 0/ Ca33iopeia , page3 4-36. 
The motion carried. 

There was no business arising from these minutes. 

2. PRESIDENT'S REPORT: 
Ernest Seaquist reviewed the comments received from members of the Society con

cerning the proposal for the creation of a National Facilities Board. This matter has been 
summarized in recent issues of CI133iopeia (#57, p.3, #58, p.8), and the proposal appears 
to be dormant for the present time. 

Seaquist noted that the Society has been resilient and imaginative in innovating new 
proposals, particularly in optical astronomy. The recent Vancouver workshop on Optical 
Astronomy has set a precedent for establishing priorities within a Bub-discipline of astron
omy. The more general question of settling priorities for all branches of astronomy has 
yet to be addressed explicitly. He noted that there are also exciting new proposals in 
radioastronomy, such as the DRAO proposal, Radioastron, Quasat, and the possibility of 
sub-millimeter interferometry using the Mauna Kea dishes. 

A suggestion has been received from Rod Davies, president of the Royal Astronomical 
Society, to hold a joint RAS-CASCA meeting in Canada at some future date. Finally, 
Seaquist noted that the Society has benefitted from a donation of '500 from a member 
who wishes to remain anonymous. 

3. SECRETARY'S REPORT: 
Chris Aikman noted that the Society should qualify as a registered charity for income 

tax purposes, and that an application for such status was submitted on May 31 , 1988. 
He noted also that the Board had decided to renew the Society 's co-sponsorship of the 
teacher's newsletter The Univeru in the Cl,unoom at the rate of U.S. S400 for the 1988-
89 school year. The Society continues to grow at a record rate, with 37 new members 
during the past year, plus four members who have transferred from student to ordinary 
membership. They are as follows: 
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NEW MEMBERS ADMITTED NOVEMBER 27, 1987 
Ordinary Membership 

Terrance Gaetz University of Western Ontario 
Hugo Martel Cornell University 
Chl\lldrnsekharall Vanajakshi NASA-Ames 

Transferring from student to ordinary membership 
Jean-Pierre Arcoragi Max-Planck-Institut , Garching 
Geoff Edwards Universite Laval 
Kevin Volk NASA-Ames 

Doris Daou 
Michael Fieldus 
Leopoldo Infante 
Laura Markle 
Thomas Nagel 

Student Membership 
Universite de Montreal 
University of Toronto 
University of Victoria 
University of Victoria 
University of Western Ontario 

Corporate Membership 
Springer-Verlag New York Inc. 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010 

NEW MEMBERS ADMITTED MAY 29,1988 

David Anthony 
Cindy Cunningham 
Clifford Cunningham 
Terence Dickinson 
David Green 
Tatsuhiko Hasegawa 
Nicholas Kaiser 
Richard Murowinski 
Kenneth Tapping 
Frederik Vaneldik 
Douglas Wade 
Anthony Willis 

Ordinary Membership 
York University 
York University 
Kitchener, ON 
Yarker, ON 
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory 
Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics 
Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, Ottawa 
University of Alberta 
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, Ottawa 
Athabaska University . 

Tim Davidge 
Transferring from Student to Ordinary Membership 

Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope 

Michel Beland 
Julien Belley 
Peter Bergbusch 
Edouard Boily 
Siu-Kuen Josephine Chan 
Sean Dougherty 
Christopher Goldsmith 
Gaston Groisman 
Grant Gussie 
Marc Jobin 
Harold Kenny 
Sylvie Landry 
Pierre Martin 
Philippe Mayenfisch 
Jianguo Wang 

Annual Reviews Inc. 
Canadian Astronautics Ltd. 

Student Membership 
Universite Laval 
Universite Laval 
University of Victoria 
Universite Laval 
University of Calgary 
University of Calgary 
York University 
University of Calgary 
University of Calgary 
Universite de Montreal 
University of Calgary 
Universite Laval 
Universite Laval 
Universite Laval 
Universite Laval 

Corporate Membership 
4139 El Camino Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303-0S!li 
1050 Morrison Drive, Ottawa 1\2H 81\7 
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Each of tbe new members present W8S welcomed personally into the Society. There are 
currently 257 ordinary, 65 student, five corporate and two honorary members, for a total 
of 329 members. 

4. TREASURER'S REPORT: (Appendix A) 
John Climenhaga presented the financial statement for the fiscal year 1 April 1987 

to 31 March 1988. This is the first year in the Society;s history with a significant excess 
of expenses over income; our balance has declined $694.70 during the year. Climenhaga 
moved and Marlborough seconded that: 

MOTION 2 
The 7Tea3urer '3 report be accepted. 

The motion carried. 

5. MOTION OF APPRECIATION: 
It was noted that the Canada-F'rance-Hawaii Telescope has exceptionally good optical 

quality and thermal properties for a telescope of its size; that this is due in part to the fact 
that the control room is located under a cooled observing floor, that there are no heated 
rooms above the observing floor, that access to both the observing floor and the coude 
rooms is through air locks, that the air is exhausted far from the dome, and that the coude 
light path is sealed by ducts and a focal reducing lens. These features were designed into 
the observatory while Roger Cayrel and G.J . Odllers were project directors. Roy Dancey 
and Bruce Dancey working at the optical shop in Victoria figured and polished the 3.6-
metre primary mirror, the fiB Cassegrain secondary mirror, and the mirrors of the coude 
train. Follawinll a motion orillinally suUested and circulated by Harvey Richardson, it 
was moved by Rene Racine, and seconded by John Climenhaga that: 

MOTION 3 
CASCA ezpreue. iu appreciation to R. Cavrel and G.J. Odger3 lor their 3ucce33 

in providing a telucope . Vlhich routinel, achieve. e:tceptionall, high re.olution, and to R . 
Dancey and to B . Dancey lor the e:tcellent primarv and .econdarv mirror3. 

The motion carried. 

6. SPACE ASTRONOMY COMMITTEE REPORT: 
Jim Hesser, chairman of the Space Astronomy Committee, noted the areas of current 

participation and of expressed interest in Canadian space astronomy. Two ESA proposals, 
Lyman and Quasat, are under serious consideration within Canada, as is the already funded 
Soviet project Radiosstron, which could benefit from Canadian participation in such areas 
as a ground station, recording systems and data analysis. Some industrial contacts have 
already been established on Lyman and Qussat. The Soviets are also planning (but have 
not yet approved funding) for an HST-type of space telescope, spectrographically equipped, 
which would be placed in high (7-day period) earth orbit . They would welcome Canadian 
participation in this project, such &8 providing a UV imager for the telescope. John 
Caldwell at York University is followinll these developments, and is willing to devote the 
efforts of one person from their Institute for Solar & Terrestrial Sciences to study the 
scientific potential of the Soviet space telescope, as well ss possible detectors for it . 

Discussion within the Space Astronomy Committee led by Sun Kwok has shown that 
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archival research on space-acquired databsses is seriously underfunded in Canada, and hss 
lead to the recommendation that the national funding agencies incresse their support of 
such research in Canadian universities and in the CADC. 

The Space Physics Division of NRC hss made a proposal which, if adopted , will 
profoundly impact space sstronomy in this country. They are proposing to provide a 
funding level of $4 million per year for support of Canadian Space Astronomy, with the 
allotment of this envelope of funds to be decided by the Space Astronomy Committee itself. 
The committee is strongly supportive of this concept, while at the same time sharing the 
concern that financial needs tend to peak on individual projects. For example, this amount 
could likely support development of a UV imager for the Soviet Space Telescope, which 
would at the same time preclude participation in other activities. ' 

Now that Memoranda of Understanding have been signed by all parties to the U.S.
Canadian-Japanese-European Space Station, studies of the scientific uses of the Space 
Station are becoming increasingly realistic. It is apparent that it will provide an excel
lent platform for high energy physics, where accurate pointing control is not critical. Of 
particular interest is the proposed cosmic ray instrument ASTROMAG. 

Concern was expressed by the committee about the need to keep debris out of earth 
orbit: the proliferation of fragmented space junk is accelerating at such a rate that it 
will pose a real threat to vehicles in low-earth orbit in the foreseeable future. Reference 
was made to Sidney van den Bergh's report to the recent Colloquium in Cologne on 
"Environmental Aspects of Activities in Outer Space" on this matter. Note: Thi3 report 
L. included in thi3 L.3Ue 01 Ca33iopeia. 

7. COMMITTEE ON OPTICAL & INFRARED ASTRONOMY: 
Gretchen Harris reviewed the main points of the COIRA report which had resulted 

from the CASCA Workshop on "Priorities for the FUture of Optical Astronomy in Canada", 
held in Vancouver on May 6 & 7th. This report had been mailed to all CASCA members on 
May 20th and 21st, and additional copies were circulated at the AGM for those members 
who had not yet received their mailed copies. This report had also been reviewed and 
extensively discussed at the forum held that mominll prior to the AGM. Accordingly, the 
following preamble and motion were presented by COIRA for membership approval : 

PREAMBLE 
The Canada-France-Hawaii Teleuope hll$ played" pivotal role around which Canadian 

II$tronomer3 have produced world cla33 3cientific reuarch and developed in3tr"mentation 01 
equal caliber. A3 a re3u/t, Canadian3 are .een in many field3 a3 leader3 in the international 
a3tronomical community; an important e:tample 01 thi3 i3 the pur3uit 01 high quality image3. 

In order to enter the tId centurv and further develop their internationalleader3hip, 
Canadiatl$ now need to participate actively in the de3ign and development 01 tele3cope3 
and in3trumenb in the coming decade. Specific need3 identified within the communit, 
01 Canadian a3tronomer3 are the availabilit, 01 (a) high angular re30lution imaging and 
3pectrouop" and (b) a large (8 -10 metre diameter) collecting area. 

Th.,e need3 would be met by (a) a High Re30lution Tele3cope, and (b) a 3hare in a 
large tele3cope. It i3 clear that both concepu have 3trong uientific merit and 3upport within 
the a,tronomical community a3 major nationallacilitie3, that thel/ are complementary, and 
that thel/ ,hould be pur,ued actively; it i, al,o clear that a ranking i, not de,ireable at thi, 
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time. 
AccoNingly, the member~hip 01 the Canadian A~tronomical Society (CASCA) ~up

,or~ the lollowing recommendalio~ 01 i~ Committee on Optical and Infrared A~tronomy 
(COIRA), and direct. the pre .• ident to communicate them to NSERC and NRC: 

MOTION 4 
The High Re~olution Teleuope hu received NSERC and NRC funding lor a lea.ibility 

.tudy which i. now in progre.~ . 11 th~ dudy confirm~ that the project can be built to 

.pecificatio~, CASCA recommenu that it be co~idered u a nationallacility priority. 
Simultaneo~ly, CASCA recomend. that NRC actively pur~ue Canadian participation 

in colleborative efforb with the Calilornia Auociation lor Re-earch in A~trOJ.omy, the 
National Optical A~tronomy Oblertlatorie~, an" other agenei" in partner~hip in an 8 to 
10 metre cleu tele~cope . If an acceptable opportunity ari.e~, CASCA recommend. that it 
be co~idered a~ a national facility priority. 

This motion as presented by COIRA prompted a two proposed amendments, which 
were as follows: Moved by Rene Racine, seconded by Jean-Rene Roy: 

AMENDMENT TO MOTION 4 
That the lecond ~entence 01 motion 4 be reviud to read "11 thi~ ~tudy confi~ that 

the project can be built to ~pecificatio~, CASCA recommend~ that it be recognized a. a 
nationallacility priority and be funded. " 

This amendment spurred a diversity of opinions, with some members noting that this 
project has undergone considerable scrutiny already, while others noting that there is no 
urgency for such unreserved endorsement at this time, and that many foreseeable but 
unpredictable developments may emerge within the corning year_ A vote was called, and 
the amendment was defeated by a ratio of approximately 3: 1 against this amendment to 
motion 4. 

A second amendment was moved by Robert Garrison, seconded by Louis Noreau: 

AMENDMENT TO MOTION 4 
That the third lentence 01 motion 4 be re~ed to read "Simultaneo~ly, CASCA re

comend~ that NRC actively pur~ue Canadian participation in collaborative effor~ with the 
Cali/ornia A~~ociation for Relearch in A~tronomy, the National Optical A~tronomy Ob
~ervatorie~, the European Southern Oburtlatory, and other agencie~ in partner~hip in an 
8 to 10 metre clau tele~cope. " 

Several members felt strongly that , although the possiblity of Canadian membership 
in ESO was indeed worth investigating, the nature and degree of commitment involved in 
such a step were not comparable to joining in a single project; hence such a recommendation 
should be the matter of a separate motion. In the face of such comment, the mover and 
seconder withdrew the proposed amendment. 

A vote was then called by the chairman on Motion 4 as originally proposed above, 
and the motion carried by a vote of approximately 50 for, 2 opposed. 

After the success of this motion of support, attention then returned to the question 
of how the possibility of ESO membership might be explored. This took the form of 
the following preamble lind motion, as circulated by Harvey ruchardson, moved by Louis 
Noreau, and seconded by Pim Fitzgerald: 
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PREAMBLE 
The European Southern Ob~ervatory hu lunded the co~truction ollour 8-meter tele

uope~ to be operated in Chile both individually or IU an array. Thi~ Very Large Tele~cope 
(VLT) will be capable 01 eztremely high .patial re.olution a. well a. unprecedentedly grcat 
light gathering power. 

ESO alreadv hu many teleuop .. with a wide range 01 aperture.. The number 01 
teleuope~ ~uallv increau~ when an additional cointry join~ . Already eight countrie. are 
memben 01 ESO. II Canada were to join, i~ ~hare 01 ob~erving time, ba~ed on Gro.~ 
National Product, would be larger than mo.t ESO member~, a~ would i~ repre~entation 
on ESO Council. Canada alreadv hu utronomical a.~ociatio~ with European countri .. 
funce (CFHT) and Britain (JCMT), and ha~ ~tat~ in the European Space Agency';. a 
"Cooperating State". 

MOTION 5 
CASCA ezpre~u~ intere~t in determining il ESO Council would lavour an application 

by Canada to join ESO. 

This motion was followed by the immediate suggestion that, if Canada were to consider 
joining ESO as a full partner, we should also consider the option of joining NOAO as a full 
partner, with access to all telescopes of that observatory. This suggestion took the form 
of the following amended motion, moved by Bill Wehlau, seconded by Serge Demers: 

REVISED MOTION 5 
CASCA ezpre~~e~ intere~t in determining il either ESO and/or NOAO would lavour 

an application by Canada to join their ob~ertlatorie~ . 

This version of the motion was criticized on several grounds: 1) NOAO is not con
stituted as an international observatory as is ESO, 80 the procedure involved in such a 
partnership is quite undefined, 2) the motion is incompatible with the preamble, and 3) 
the effect of the motion is diluted. A vote called on the revised motion defeated this ver
sion, with about 10 members in favour, and the rest opposed. However, it was apparent 
from the discussion that the concensus favoured the NOAO question as a separate issue, 
rather than combining it with the original motion 5. 

The question then arose as to protocol for an enquiry into ESO membership. It was 
suggested that the CASCA president should make such an enquiry. Upon this suggestion, 
Louis Noreau, mover of the original motion, withdrew his original motion in favour of one 
directing the CASCA president to make such an enquiry to the director-general of ESO 
for presentation to the ESO Council meeting of 7 June 1988. However, this revised version 
was criticized as being improper, as the enquiry should be made by NRC rather than the 
CASCA president. A vote called on this second revision of motion 5 also defeated. Thus, 
the original motion 5 was reintroduced by the original mover and seconder, and a vote was 
called. The original motion 5 as above was carried. 

8. OTHER COMMITTEE REPOIITS: 
Peter Dewdney reported that the Radio Astronomy Committee's meeting was sched

uled to follow the AGM that evening; however he reviewed the agenda items which would 
be coming up for discussion at that time. 

Brief oral reports were presented by llichard Bochonko, chairman of the Education 
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Committee, and by Chris Pritchet, chainnan of the Computing Facilities Committee. Pe
ter Martin, chairman of the Awards Committee, noted that the Petrie Prize Lecture will 
be given at our 1989 Annual Meeting, and that nominations can be made for this award 
by submitting nominee's names to him. This award is given to a distinguished astronomer 
who is traditionally, though not invariably, a non-Canadian. Chris Purton, chairman of 
the Small Grants Committee, noted that the guidelines for awarding Small Grants have 
been redefined at the May 29 Board meeting so that studc;nts enrolled in a masters degree 
program may qualify for the grants, provided that a serious committment to professional 
8Stronomy h8S been demonstrated by the applicant . The deadline for Small Grants appli
catio"s i. normally March 31 of each year. 

9. ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND AUDITOR: 
Ernest Seaquist announced that the tally of 1988 election ballots as completed by the 

scrutineers had elected Dr. Lloyd Higgs as Second Vice-President of the Society for the 
term 1988-1990. 

Michael Marlborough moved, and Chris Purton seconded: 

MOTION 6 
That Jeremy Tatum be elected a$ the SocietY'$ auditor for the Meal year 1988·89. 

The motion carried. 

Chris Aikman called for nominations to the 1989 Nominating Committee, which will 
be chaired by Ernest Seaquist. David Crampton was nominated to the Nominating Com
mittee by members Jim Hesser, Colin Scarfe and Jack Penfold. Doug Hube was nominated 
to the Nominating Committee by members Colin Scarfe, Alan Batten and Rene Racine. 
Thus the Nominating Committee will be formed by Seaquist, Crampton and Hube unless 
other nominations are received by the secretary by July 1, 1988. 

It was moved by Chris Pritcbet, seconded by Georges Michaud: 

MOTION 7 
That the 1 988 election ballob be de$tro!led. 

The motion carried. 

10. FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY: 
Plans are proceeding apace for our next meeting, to be held June 27-29, 1989 at the 

Universite de Montreal. The Planetarium Association of Canada will also be meeting in 
Montreal on these dates, so as to allow members of each society to participate in the other 
society's events, although there is no attempt to organize the meeting as a joint one of the 
two societies. 

The joint invitation by the University of Calgary and Mount Royal College to meet 
in Calgary in 1990 has been accepted. Exact dates of this meeting have yet to be decided. 

It was noted that 1991 presents several opportunities for our annual meeting. We have 
received a suggestion from the Royal Astronomical Society to meet jointly with them, as 
noted in §2 above. Also, there is an exceptionally favourable total solar eclipse whose 
central line of totality passes exactly through Mauna Kea on July 11, 1991, making a 
meeting near the site of the CFHT and JCMT extremely attractive at this time. 
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11. OTHER BUSINESS: 
Jim Hesser noted that the question of negotiation of full partnership with National 

Optical Astronomy Observatories had been left unresolved in our earlier deliberations at 
this meeting (§7 above). It was moved by Hesser, seconded by Tom Landecker that: 

MOTION 8 
CASCA reque.t3 the HIA director to informally inve$tigate the pO$~ibility of Canadian 

partner~hip with NOAa. 

This motion prompted some discussion, with opinions voiced pro and con the motion, 
but with many members in favour of getting all the facts at this critical juncture in our 
planning. A vote was called, and the motion carried. ' 

Colin ScarCe called for a motion of thanks to our retiring president, Ernest Seaquist, 
for his untiring efforts in support of the Society and of astronomy, and this motion was 
carried by a unanimous round of applause. 

Ernest Seaquist expressed the sincere thanks of the Society to Peter Dawson, to 
Gretchen Harris and to the Trent University conference centre staff for their tremendous 
contributions to the success of this meeting. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 16:54 EDT. 

FORMAT OF CASSIOPEIA 

Chris Aikman 
CASCA Secretar!l 

At their last meeting the Board of Directors passed a motion recommending that "one 
issue of Cassiopeia be produced in uniform format" in order to "ascertain by actual costs 
and reader feedback whether this is a desirable direction in which to proceed" . As readers 
are aware, thanks to the cooperation of contributors and the availability of electronic 
mail, Cassiopeia has been undergoing a slow evolution in that direction over the last few 
issues. With this welcome support from the Board I would like to accelerate that evolution 
somewhat, and try to make the next (Autumnal Equinox) issue the first one of uniform 
format. 

May I therefore request all contributors to the AE issue to send me their contributions 
by electronic mail, in the form of a TEX file if desired. I would like to adopt horizontal 
and vertical offsets of 2.5 cm each, and a magnification of 1000. Please do not include page 
numbers, since they will be deleted and replaced. 

For those who cannot reach me by electronic mail, please send typescipt which is 
justified at both margins, with borders 2.5 em wide. Please also leave at least one line 
between paragraphs to facilitate any cutting and pasting that I may need to do. 

The decision as to whether or not to reduce the size, as in recent issues, will depend, 
as indicated, on costs and readers' comments. I would also welcome comments on the 
advisability of changeing to a format similar to that of many journals, i.e. two columns 
arranged vertically on the page. I do not plan to make such a switch for the next issue, 
however, so for the time being please do not send contributions in that format . 

Since I am a novice at TEX, I would be happy to receive, along with readers' sugges
tions, advice on their implemelltation! 

May I also draw the attelltion of contributors of n('ws from institutions to the fact that 
the Autumnal Equinox issue is a pitrticlllitrly good on(' to which to contribute, since it 
follows the time of lIlost fr(''1 11('11 I. P("l'SOlllld d"'"g'·S, alld is otlH'rwisc often a slim issllc. I 
look forwitrd 1.0 lH'arillg frolll tlH'lII! 

Culill Scarfe 
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SESSION 1 
of the 

AH2S, '''8 
Date 

FORUM ON ASTRONOMICAL FACILITIES 
held June 1, 1988 at Trent University 

Peter Dewdney gave the opening presentation of this session with an outline of the 
design concept of the IIO-called 'Radio Schmidt Telescope' that h .. been proposed as a 
natural extension of the current capabilities of the aperture Iyntheai. array currently in 
operation at DRAO. This inatrument is deeigned to achieve high lleD8itivity for low .urface 
brightne118 extended radio lOurceI over a wide field of view, and ita characteristics are 
optimized 10 .. to function in a complementary manner to both the VLA in its cloeest
Ipacing configuration, and to the largest lingle-aperture radio telescopes in operation. A 
proposed design, which is in no way fixed at present, would employ 100 parabolic antennae 
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of diameter 10-12 meters each, over an area 2 km across; with 12-m diameters, the array 
would then equal the combined collecting area of the VLA. The proposed receivers would 
operate at 5, 1.6/1.4 and 0.4 GHz, with 50 MHz bandwidth, SO K system temperature, 
1024 spectral line channels and four polarization products. The system would give SOOO 
baselines to map fields 0.4, I.S and 5.S degrees in diameter with 6, 20 and 70 arcsecond 
resolutions for the three frequency domains, respectively. The sensitivity for point sources 
would be a few tens of microJanskys. The telescope would have a wide range of scientific 
applications for Galactic, extragalactic and solar research, as well as being a powerful tool 
for SETI. The feasibility of the project is greatly aided by the technological development 
of inexpensive low-noise receivers, application-specific integrated circuits (for correlators) , 
and fibre optic transmission lines. Further details of the proposal are contained in a four
page summary available from Peter Dewdney. 

Don Morton summarized the current status of the Lyman project, an 80-cm diameter 
telescope in high earth orbit which would be optimized for spectroscopy in the 912-1200 
A region, with resolutions up to 30000. This region of the spectrum contains particularly 
interesting spectral features, but is particularly difficult to observe because there are few 
good transmitters (so detectors must fly uncovered) and few good reflectors (so grazing 
incidence optics would be used). In fact this region of the spectrum is relatively unexplored, 
Copernicus satellite having been the only instrument yet to cover it, albeit briefly. NASA 
and ESA are currently collaborating on studies of the Lyman project, and ESA will make 
its selection in November of this year from amongst this and the four or five other possible 
projects under consideration. Canadian participation at the 10% level would be welcomed 
by both NASA and ESA. Persons with a scientific interest in the project who are willing 
to devote time to design studies and/or committee work should identify themselves now. 

Tom Legg outlined the prospects for ESA's Quasat project (one of those currently un
der consideration on the same basis as Lyman), and the Soviet Radioastron project, which 
is already approved and under development. Both projects are based on the application 
of aperature synthesis techniques to orbiting and earth-based radiotelescope9 in combina
tion. The Soviet project already has many collaborating countries; Canada's contribution 
could possibly be in the provision of a down-link antenna (eg. ARO), recording systems, 
correlators or decorders/formatters. 

Jim Hesser spoke briefly on the DAO's current and future role as a national facili ty, 
noting that half of the observing time on the 1.8 and 1.2-m telescopes is currently assigned 
to guest observers. With the completion this summer of the building extension and reno
vation of the old office building, the Observatory can now provide adequate space to guest 
workers who wish to use any of the facilities. 

Greg Fahlman brought this session to a conclusion with a brief outline of the over
lapping memberships and mode of operation of the CFHT TAC/SAC (Time Allocation 
Committee/Scientific Advisory Committee). The oversubscription factor was 2.7 during 
the last semester. New CFHT instruments currently under development are the f/3 .7 coude 
spectrograph and the MOS/SIS (Multi-Object Spectrograph/ Subarc9CCond Imaging Spec
trograph) for the Cassegrain focus. The next CFHT users meeting is being planned for 
Meudon in May 1989. 

Chris Aikman 
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SUMMARY OF THE FORUM DISCUSSION 
ON 

OPTICAL TELESCOPE PROJECT 

A for um on the fu t ure of opt ical astronomy i n Canada wa s he ld on 
the morning of June 1 , 1988 a s part of the meeting of the Canadian 
As tronomi cal Society held at Tre nt University in peterborough, Ontario _ 
About 100 people were in attendance _ The forum was preceded by a 30 
minute presentation, by G. Harr is, of the report of the Subcommittee on 
Optical and Infrared Astronomy. 

What follows is a summary of the main comments, remarks and 
questions voiced following the report _ The discussion is reported ~n 
mostly chronological order , although in places some comments have been 
grouped together to avoid undue repetition _ No attempt has been made to 
identify " remark ownership"_ In the following, HRT High Resolution 
Telescope, SLT Share of a Large Telescope , HST - Hubble Space 
Telescope . 

The first contribution was from a participant who stated three 
worries which he had concerning the HRT. The first one was that seeing 
per se was not a well- understood problem. The second was a concern that 
by the time an HRT bec ame fully operational, the HST would have been in 
orbit for a number of years and would have already made the most 
exciting observations _ Thirdly, because adaptive optics was a rapidly 
evolving field, one could envisage the possibility that within a decade 
high resolution observations with larger telescopes could well be 
achieved. The champion of the HRT project replied that seeing was now 
better understood, that considerably more time would be available on an 
HRT than on the HST and that adaptive optics for telescopes larger than 
2_5 meters was doubtful _ 

Related comments from other participants were that one should first 
study (i.e _ now) where seeing degradation was occurring on existing 
telescopes . On the question of being able to achieve higher resolution 
on a smaller telescope, it was pointed out that the resolution 
performance of large telescopes could also be achieved via appropriate 
corrections over part of the aperture. 

A concern of one of the participants was that, because the Canadian 
community is so small and hence manpower limited, Canadian astronomers 
should think in terms of joining forces with others in sharing a 
facility and concentrate on developping instrumentation. It was also 
pointed out that an HRT could not be competitive, on the resolution 
front with the HST, and on the flux front with the large flux collecting 
telescopes being built or planned. In that context, it was however 
pointed out that the HST would not be able to adress long - term proj ects , 
which an HRT could do . 

On the matter of the direction in which to push for development of 
new projects, concern was expressed that one should not necessarily 
insist on spending large sums of money on large projects and that 
general purpose instruments still had their place. A frontier often 
forgotten is that of t i me variability which can be well exploited with 
modest ins truments _ A participant also noted that the wavelength (or 
frequency) fronti e r s hould not be ignore d and that the current ability 
for explori ng the IR pa r t of the spect r um was poor . The frontier aspect 
of the HRT propos al was pointed out by another participant : sharing in 
a large t e lesc ope would be like duplicating the VLA in Canada, wherea s 
bui ldi ng a n IIRT would be a unique contribution . 
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One of the participants noted that, considering that an improvement 
by a factor of 3 or 4 in resolution did not seem impressing, it might be 
well worthwhile studying further speckle interferometry techniques. 

A topic which also generated a good deal of discussion was the 
question of joining an Observatory, in particular ESO . It was noted 
that support for such a venture could well be larger than stated in the 
report of the Committee on optical and infrared astronomy. The 
committee's feeling was that the ESO option implied greater constraints 
(e . g . with respect to manpower, budget) than the other options. The 
question of what the impact of joining a European observatory would be 
on the Canadian astronomy workforce was briefly debated . To a 
participant ESO seemed an expensive way of doing astronomy . To another, 
the fact that joining ESO would offer the possibility of obtaining a 
small amount of time on a large number of telescopes should not be 
discounted. It was pointed out that the UK was looking for a ·share of 
an a-metre telescope . A possible scenario would be for Canada to team 
up with the UK and approach for example NOAO. 

A number of other questions were also raised. How much more time 
did optical astronomers really need? To what extent is the CFHT 
oversubscribed? The notion that major discoveries were made with large 
telescopes was questioned by a participant who suggested that Canada did 
not need more photons, but rather good instruments . A final suggestion 
was the possibility of forming a committee whose task it would be to 
rigourously assess the needs of the astronomical community. 

Serge Pineau1t 

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSIIIP 

A postdoctoral fellowship in observational astronomy is available within the Department of 
Physics at McMaster University beginnin~ in the fall of 1988. The fellowlhip il for an initial on~ 
year period, renewable for a second yeu. Saluy wiu be commenlurate with NSERC (Natural 
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada) granting guidelines. 

Applications are invited particularly from recent Ph .D.'s in observational areas involving CCD 
photometry and spectroscopy, galactic structure, variable Itars, star clusters, and nearby galaxies. 
Resources at McMaster readily available within the astrophysics group include VAX 8600 and Sun 
3/280 computers and image display terminals,latest releases of IRAF and DAOPIlOT, sky survey 
prints , atlases etc., and good support for travel, computing, and' all other research costs. Applicants 
will be encouraged to pursue their own research progra.ms vi~orou"ly, as well as to interact with 
stafT members W. E. Harris (CCD photometry. globula.r clusters. extragalactic distance scale) and 
D. L. Welch (Cepheids, galactic structure, lR photometry). 

Applicants should submit a CV and two letters of recommendation by September 1 to: 

W. E. lIarris 
Physics Department , McMaster University 
lIamilton ON L8S 4MI, Canada 

For further information, pl"Me contact WEll by phone at 416·525·9140 x 274·1 or by D1TNET 
at 1013'l67@MCMASTER. 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1988 JUNE 2 MEETING OF 
THE ASSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON ASTRONOMY 

This report outlines the "highlights" of the ACA (the Associate Committee on As
tronomy) meeting. A more detailed account of the meeting and subsequent progress on 
pertillent issues will be given in Cassiopeia later this year. 

(1) Space Junk 
The recent French "Ring of Light" proposal intended to celebrate the centenary of 

the Eiffel tower, and other frivolous ideas for the use of near-Earth space, could have 
had serious consequences for ground-based astronomy. They have underlined the need 
for an internationally-recognized agreement on the control of pollution in our local space 
environment. It is now known that the amount of debris already in orbit can pose a seri~)Us 
hazard for important space projects, such as the Hubble Space Telescope and the Space 
Station, where impact with pieces of debris large enough to inflict serious damage could 
happen once a year. In its guise as the Canadian National Committee for the IAU, the 
ACA has expressed great concern for this issue, and has emphasized the need to raise 
it, together with appropriate expert information, at all political levels, nationally and 
internationally. A Canadian spokesman is being BOught to carry this cause to the world 
and to act as a nucleus for a campaign for an internationally-recognized agreement before 
the space pollution problem becomes even more serious. 

(2) A Users' Committee for the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 
In order to improve the communication between the NRC and the users of the national 

astronomical facilities operated at DAO, the ACA is setting up a 5-person sub-committee 
which will act as a DAO users' committee. It will report to the ACA and to the Direc
tors of the HIA and DAO. Summaries of the sub-committee reports will be published in 
Cassiopeia. 

The possibility of making a similar arrangement for the existing DRAO users' com
mittee is under consideration. 

(3) Proposals for a High Resolution Telescope and for Participation in a Very Large Tele-
scope . 

The ACA supports .the resolution passed at the CASCA General Meeting, stating 
that both proposals are of great value to Canadian astronomy, and that they should be 
researched further. At the ACA meeting, Rene Racine suggested that it would be unwise 
to promote two projects, neither of which enjoy complete support from the astronomical 
community, and that the HRT proposal should be dropped. However, the majority of the 
ACA felt that it is premature to make such a decision, and resolved that more research 
has .to be done on both projects. 

(4) Canadian Participation in the JCMT 
Don Morton, the Director of the HIA, reported that a Canadian presence in the James 

Clerk Maxwell Telescope project is now firmly established. A Canadian representative is 
established at the Royal Edinburgh Observatory and Canadian scientific and technicalstafl' 
are working on Mauna Kea. At the HIA in Ottawa, technical work is still ramping up. The 
Acousto-Optical Spectrometer will be moved from Ottawa to Hawaii this summer. Plans 
for building a 345GHz receiver are well-advanced, and a joint HIA/University programme 
of research into SIS mixer development is coming along well . 

The shortfall in observing time allocated to Canadian astronomers during the past 
year was discussed at length, along with ways in which the problem may be avoided in 
coming semesters. One suggestion was that the deficit in Canadian observing time might 
be traded for time on the United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope (UKIRT). 
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(5) Space Astronomy Projects 
It is still not known whether Lyman and/or Quasat will go ahead. The ACA repea ted 

its strong support for Canadian participation in these projects. It also expressed its en
couragement for cooperation in the Radioastron project with Canadian participation at 
some modest level, and suggested that if Canada does not join Lyman and/or Quasat , 
funding for participation in Radioastron be correspondingly increased. 

The ACA enthusiastically supports the provision in Canada of a database of archived 
space astronomy data. The large and increasing amount of such information would consti
tute a valuable research resource for Canadian astronomers. These sentiments have been 
communicated to Space Division, NRC management, and NSERC. 

It was reported to the ACA that 14M is to be set aside by NRC Space Division for 
space astronomy projects. The ACA i. in the process of making suggestions as to how 
Space Division may be helped in the evaluation of space astronomy proposals. 

Ken Tapping, Secretary, ACA 

Editor's note: For further information on items (1), (2), (3) and (5) see the articles in this 
issue by Sidney van den Bergh, Serge Pineault, Rene Racine and Jim Hesser respectively. I 
am advised by Chris Purton, ACA chairman, that Gordon Walker has very recently agreed 
to act as the Canadian spokesman referred to in item 1. 

Colin ScarCe 

CONFERENCE ON SUBMILLIMETRE ANO MILLIMETRE ASTRONOMY 

Kona, HawaII 

October 3-6, 1988 

lImIted funds are avaIlable from the 
Herzberg InstItute of AstrophysIcs to 
assIst CanadIan astronomers who wIsh to 
attend the conference but have lnsuffl
clent grant money to do so. 

Those wishing to be consIdered for 
assIstance should wrIte to the address 
below before 12 Aug. 1988. Please 
lnclude a brIef statement of your 
lnterest In attendIng the Conference, 
an lndlcatlon of the amount of money 
requested, and the mlnlmum acceptable. 

Dr. D.C. Morton 
Dlrector 

l'lnstltut Herzberg d'Astrophyslque 
malntlent quelque fonds a la disposI
tIon des astronomes canadlens qul 
dbirent asslster a cette conf~rence, 
mals dont les subventIons ne sont pas 
suffisantes pour en couvrlr toutes les 
d~penses. 

Pour obtenlr une tel Ie alde flnan
cl~re, tout candldat dolt falre parve
nlr sa demande au Dr. Donald Morton, a 
I'addresse cl-dessous, avant Ie 12 aoOt 
1988. Yous devez mentlonner, en bref, 
quel lnUr@t YOUS avez a asslster a 
cette conf~rence, Ie montant d'alde 
d~slr~, alnsl que Ie mInImum d'alde 
ultlmement acceptable. 

Herzberg Instltute of Astrophyslcs 
100 Sussex Dr. 
Ottawa, OntarIo 
KIA DR6 
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REPORT OF THE JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE ASTRONOMY 
(JSSA) 

The JSSA met on 31 May 1988 at Trent University jointly with the Radio Astronomy 
Subcommittee. This report summarizes those discussions, as well as reaction to our report 
to the Associate Committee on Astronomy (ACA), 2 June. 

Space Diviloion Funding Policy: The Space Division of NRC has proposed that its 
S17M annual budget be allocated to the subdisciplines, which would then assume primary 
responsibility for determining the priority of projects arising from that discipline. During 
the 1990'a they propose the following annaal alIocatiooa: astronomy (S4M), overhead 
and atudies (SO.1M), Canopus (S2M), optical interferometers (S2.5M), particle detectors' 
(Sl.5M), wavee in plasmas (Sl.5M), life aciences (SO.8M), imagera (S1.5M),othen (S2.5M). 
JSSA and ACA agree that the auuested diviaion will give astronomy an opportunity to 
punue Ita long-atated goal of achieving Canadian participation as a minor partner in a 
facility-elasa space observatory. The Chairman was asked to communicate our acceptance 
of the proposal (noting Bome minor concerDl), as well as indicating that, in the event the 
allocation proposal is adopted, JSSA will develop proposal selection guidelines (involving 
peer review) for ACA to study and implement. For the time being ACA agrees that the 
immediate goals of securing Canadian shares in Lyman or Quasat, and a small ahare in 
Radioastron, are the priorities for the early 1990's. 

Current Initiatives: If Canada is to have a ahare in any spacecraft component of 
Radioastron, a decision mast be taken within the next few weeks; at present as many as 
14 countries may participate in that project. Canada must also teU ESA by September 
what it will provide to Lyman (for UV apectroecopy) or Quasat (apace VLBI), if either 
are selected in November for development. Canadian atudies (led by John Hutchinga and 
Tom Legs, respectively) have been well received by ESA, and the prospect of Canadian 
participation appean to be an important factor. However, three other minlona (GRASP, 
Cassini and Vesta) will be in the oame competition. Furthermore, Lyman 'a_ coata are 
IUch that ESA cannot finance it without NASA participation, and NASA studies will be 
finished about a year after ESA 'a. 

Radio Astronomy Missions: Extensive discussion centred upon whether the necesosary 
personnel resources exist within our (weakened) radio astronomy community to enable 
us to participate effectively, both technologically and scientifically, in ESA's Quasat, or 
the USSR's Radioastron, projects. Between our discussions and subsequent ones in a 

. separate Radio Astronomy Subcommittee meeting it was decided that low-level «SIM) 
participation in Radioastron should be considered quite separately (and favourably) from 
Quasat . In the latter case Wayne Cannon (York University) accepted to act as scientific 
champion, and Canadian participation is strongly endorsed. Since our February 1988 
meeting it has been learned that both satellites would probably be operated in a guest 
observer mode. 

UV Imager: John Caldwell (York University) learned during his April trip to the USSR 
that our interests in a UV imager overlap those of Ruasian scientists. The USSR is 
planning a mission (not yet approved) for ~1996launch which would have a 1.7m primary 
mirror, 0~'1 pointing, in a seven-day elliptical orbit . As one of a complement of focal 
plane instruments tbey would like to have a UV imager, wbich tbey luggest Canada might 
provide. Caldwell has ISTS resources (1 person year plus his time) he is willing to commit 
to a study of the scientific potential, possible detectors, etc. The JSSA welcomes and 
encourages their efforts (which represent new resources), which will involve the Worlting 
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Group and JSSA members. Canadian .cienl~u are urged 10 conlad John 10 erpreu their 
inlere.u. 

Archival Database Research: Last year the ACA referred to the JSSA a report by 
S. K wok empha.<izing the excellent scientific return possible from a small investment 
in ground data analysis of databases generated by (at present, foreign) asttonomical 
satellites, a position the JSSA has long endorsed. At its February 1988 meeting JSSA, 
led by G.G. Fahlman (because of the Chairman's conflict of interest) discussed this issue 
extensively, as reported in the Vernal Equinox Ca'8iopeia. In the context of the ongoing 
funding difficulties of the CADe the JSSA made the following recommendation: 

"The CADC National Facility should be supported by all appropriate divisions 
within NRC, including both HIA and Space Division." 
The JSSA is concerned, however, that all parties understand the importance of the 
emerging field of archival database analysis, which is being well supported in the U.S. 
and Europe, because of its favourable benefit· to-cost ratio. Accordingly we make the 
following recommendation which was approved by the ACA as a motion: 

"Whereas 
(1) Space Astronomy will play an increasingly important role in astronomical 
research in the coming decades; 
(2) NASA and ESA will be spending large sums of money on new space 
astronomy mission; 
(3) Foreign mis.ions past and future will produce large amounts of data far 
in excess to what the principal investigatort! can analyse; 
(4) Small investments on data analysis can yield signi8cant scienti8c returns; 

The JSSA recommends that NSERC, NRC and the Canadian Space 
Agency (if formed) support the analysis of data from space missions by 
scientists in Canadian universities and the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre. 

Space Station: At the May meeting of the International Forum on the Scientific Uses 
of Space Station, an increased air of realism prevailed because all partners have effectively 
signed the memoranda of understanding since the November 1987 meeting; increased 
international cooperation in design of scientific facilities for the microgravity sciences was 
particularly evident . U.S. funding for the Space Station remains uncertain, however. The 
initial prospects for astronomical experiments in the traditional IR, optical or UV are 
at best modest (due to environmental considerations). However, an Announcement of 
Opportunity will be issued by NASA for attached payloads in June 1988. The Strawman 
payload is a facilities·c1ass cosmic ray spectrometer (Astromag). Canadian a.lronomer. or 
phll.ici.to inleresled in propo6ing experimenl. for Space SIal ion are urged 10 conlacl Jim 
He .. er 08 800n a. po.aible for Space Slalion informalion; high energll experiment. appear 
mo.1 compatible IDilh pre.enl capabilities, and such intere.t. are nol well repre.enled on 
Ihe presenl JSSA. 

Space Pollution: Sidney van den Bergh's summary of the May meeting on Space 
Law is sobering reading; it is included as an appendix to this report. 

James E. H e5ser 
Chairman 

4 June 1988 
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DRAO USERS ' COMMITTEE 

RELAX AND READ ON' This is NOT a committee report! !! 

The purpose of this note is twofold: first to inform the Canadian 
astronomical community and second to solicit suggestions and comments . 

The DRAO Users' Committee was formed at the end of last year . It 
consists of five members drawn from the Canadian and international 
community of DRAO users or potential users . Current members are as 
follows : 

L. Avery (HIA) 
W. McCutcheon (UBC) 
R. Perley (NRAO) 
S . Pineault (Univ . Laval) 
A. Willis (Athabasca Univ.) 

LWA@NRCVMOI 
(CSIRO until August 88) 
RPERLEY@NRAO 
l150002@LAVALVXl 
USERCDIR@UALTAMTS 

The term of membership is for two years, with the chairmanship changing 
every year . S. Pineault is chairman for the current year . 

The purpose of the committee is to "critically examine the state of 
the Observatory, the support given to users, telescope scheduling 
Rolicies, the priorities assigned to development projects, and the 
direction of future technical efforts related to the DRAO observing 
facilities" . There are two meetings a year , the primary meeting being 
held at the DRAO in the fall of each year . Following this meeting, an 
annual report is submitted to the Director of HIA outlining 
recommendations in the above areas. 

Yet one more committee, some will say. However, if you are a DRAO 
user or plan to be one in the near future , here is your chance to have 
real input into the daily operation of the DRAO and its future . This is 
thus a plea to past , present and future DRAO users . This year's main 
meeting is not for four months . So take a few minutes to make your 
comments , suggestions, queries known to this committee. Any topic 
related to the operation of the Observatory and its interface with the 
users is a legitimate concern. Do you feel your observing proposal has 
been treated unfairly? Is there enough support for the data reduction? 
Satisfaction is high and you wish to express it? The volleyball court 
needs upgrading? 

In order to work, this committee needs the involvement of the 
constituency it is designed to serve , the users. All concerned 
astronomers are thus encouraged to make their views known as forcefully 
as possible . For logistical reasons, it is preferable to have 
contributions sent directly (regular or electronic mail) to the 
undersigned; however any of the committee members can be contacted 
directly . 

Serge Pineault 
Chairman 

DRAO Users' Committee 
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THE HIGH RESOLUTION TELESCOPE 
16 Oct., 1986 - 1 June, 1988 

I first proposed the High Resolution Telescope project to the astronomical community 
one and a half years ago. All concerned have now had ample time to evaluate it and 
comment as the project evolved with the active contributions of many colleages. 

The readers will recall that the HRT is a 2.5·m telescope to be installed on Maune Kea 
and giving images of jFWHMi. = 0.25 aresec. Canada would be the major partner in this 
SI5·20M project shared with the University of Hawaii . An ongoing study indicates that 
the project is technically feasible; a suitable site and a keen partner have been identified. 

In recent months, I have argued that, together with access to a very large telescope, 
the HRT is an essential component of a two-pronged attack needed to maintain, Canadian 
astronomy at the forefront of the discipline in the XXI century, and that we must dare to 
lead that attack with force. The timid recommendations adopted at the recent AGM of the 
Society at Trent, and the reservations expressed with respect to the HRT, clearly show that 
the CASCA membership is not sufficiently convinced of the wisdom of this two-pronged 
attack nor of the value of the HRT for Canada. 

Bringing to fruition a major project such as the HRT requires a considerable amount of 
effort and dedication over a long period of time. In the current funding situation for basic 
researcll in Canada, major projects have encouragingly high chances of success only if they 
are universally perceived as outstanding, and enthusiastically acclaimed as such by the 
community. To be sure, personal drive and political astuteness can, sometimes, overcome 
hurdles raised on the road to one's goal. But one would be unwise to resort to such means 
when another clearly defined goal is in sight and which, without one's interference, would 
be easier to attain, and would also satisfy urgent needs of the community. 

After the debates of the recent weeks, in which the quasi- totality of the Canadian 
astronomical community has generously participated, it is clear that the HRT has been 
made into a goal that could be achieved in spite of the reservations of a signi- ficant 
constituency in our community. This could produce major disruptions of another excellent 
proposal, namely Canadian access to a very large telescope. I believe that, in this case, 
such disruptions would not be justified and would not be to the best advantage of Canadian 
astronomy. 

Major new facilities in optical astronomy will be obtained when the right combination 
of universally ,acclaimed initiatives and favorable circumstances are generated by forceful 
leaders. This did not occur in 1967. It did in 1974 and the CFHT was born. It has not yet 
occured in 1988. I like to believe that by launching the HRT crusade in 1986 I contributed 
to spur others to launch their own. It is my fondest hope that by stopping my crusade 
now, I might help them succeed where I have failed. 

Rene Racine 
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30 May 1988 
UPDATE: EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY 

The COIRA report recommended against joining ESO because "the 
Canadian astronomioal oommunity as such would be weakened" . No facts 
were provided to justify this conolusion . The facts are that the 
astronomical community of Italy has prospered since joining. An 
ESO-funded 3.5-metre new technology telesoope was built in Italy (for 
location in Chile), Italy has joined (independently of ESO) a O.S. 
8-metre design project, and the Vatican Observatory will locate a 
1 . 8-metre telescope in Arizona. Italian research associates are 
gaining experience at ESO. Italian membership in the lAO was 185 in 
1979 before Italy joined ESO. Italy became a member in 1982. By 1986, 
Italian IAU membership had increased to 302 , a 63~ increase. In ~he 
same period, Canadian IAU membership increased by 31~. Italy has a 
17 . 2~ share. Assuming Canada's Gross National Produot is 84~ of 
Italy's, Canada would receive 6.8~ of the observing time and pay 6.8~ 
of the operating and oapital oosts , not 10~ estimated in the earlier 
report below . Canada ' s share would be smaller than three members, but 
larger than five members . 

On 19 May 1968, D.Halliday of Coast Steel received a telefax from 
L.Zago of ESO in reply to a proposal by Halliday to build rigid 
(instead of fabrio) enclosures for the ESO Very Large Telescope . Zago 
said that he found Halliday ' s letter "very interesting" and said that 
he would try to organize a "detour by Vancouver in my next trip to 
Chile in order to discuss the matter further with you . " No date has 
been set . Zago oonoluded "I will in the meantime keep you informed of 
the progress of the VLT Enclosure Design." It appears that ESO has not 
yet awarded the oontraot for the enclosures . Coast Steel offered a 
fixed price of CDNS15 million . 

10 May 1988 
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY 

An Opportunity for Canada to Join 

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) has its headquarters in 
Garching, near Munioh, Federal Republio of Germany. Its telesoopes, 14 
so far, are located in Chile, whioh oontains the best Sites that have 
been found in the southern hemisphere for optioal telescopes . Bight 
oountries of Western Europe are members: Germany, France, Italy (the 
most ' recent to join), Sweden, Switzerland. Belgium, Denmark. and 
Holland. 

In an informal discussion in March 1988 with G.J .Odgers and 
E.H.Richardson, the Director General, H. van der Laan. emphasized that 
ESO arranged its finances so that on average each country got back 
most of what it paid either by purchase of telescopes or other 
supplies or by employment of citizens in ESO projeots and operations . 
The Direotor General has the status of an ambassador in both Germany 
and Chile . Thus he can bring equipment and supplies aoross borders 
without paying duty, and he can arrange for work permits for employees 
from other oountries . 
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Membership in BSO requires an aot of parliament in addition to 
approval by the ISO Counoil . For a non-Buropean oountry to Join would 
require that an amendment be passed in the parliament of eaoh of the 
ezisting meabers . It oould take up to 2 years to oomplete the prooess 
of Joining BSO if the BSO Counoil were favourable . the Direotor 
General said that he would introduoe the question of Canadian 
membership at the nezt BSO Counoil meeting, 6-7 June , if he received a 
formal enquiry several weeks before the meeting. Otherwise, he said 
the introduotion would be delayed siz months. 

The share of the oost of BSO operations is in proportion to the 
Gross National Product (GNP) of eaoh member oountry . Statistios 
provided by the Italian Bmbassy in Ottawa indioate that the GNP of 
Canada was e4~ of that of Italy in 1986 . (There is some unoertainty in 
this nuaber. Van der Laan had estimated eo~. The ezaot amount would be 
determined from statistios used by BSO,) Approzimate numbers given by 
the Direotor General for Italy indicate that for Canada to join in 
1988 the fee (paid once) would be 8.6 million Deutsoh Marks (KDM) , 
S6 . 6K at the ourrent rate of ezohange . This would give Canadian 
astronomers about 10~ of the observing time on the 14 ezisting BSO 
telesoopes in Chile, and on all new telesoopes when oommissioned. 
Canada's share of the annual operating ezpenses would be KDK 5.4, $4.1 
Killion. Reoently, a projeot to build an array of four 8-metre 
telesoopes was funded . To pay for this Very Large Telesoope (VLT) 
(whioh will be the most powerful in the world) Canada's annual share 
would be MDM 3 . 7 , S2.8M , for 10 years . Thus the total annual payment 
would be KDK 9.1, '6.9M until the year 2000 when it would drop to 
about KDM 7 . 1 , '5 . 4M . The payment would deorease by KDM 3 . 7 beoause 
the VLT would be paid for, but inorease by KDM 1.7 in additional 
operating oost. 

Many of the astronomers from UBC, UVio and DAO at a meeting in 
April 1988 at UVio favoured an offioial enquiry into the possibility 
of membership in ESO . . 

Beoause of the - large nuaber of telesoopes having a wide range of 
apertures owned by BSO, more Canadian astronomers would benefit by 
Canadian membership than by any other option. Eventually, on average, 
two of ESO's telesoopes would be dedioated to Canadian astronomers 
eaoh night. An added bonus is that these telesoopes are at ezoellent 
sites in the oomparatively unezplored southern hemisphere . In addition 
to being of advantage to many, it would be of unpreoedented advantage 
to the few Canadian astronomers who won time on the 16-metre VLT (the 
four 8-metre telesoopes when oooasionally used in oombination) which 
will be built in the 1990's . Canadian industry would have a ohance to 
be working on the biggest telesoope proJeot in the world along with 
industries in other member oountries if Canada beoame a member of ESO 
before the oontraots were awarded. 

B. Harvey Riohardson 
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27 May 1988 
UPDATE: FLOATING TELESCOPE 

A progress report was received by Coast Steel from S.F.Stiemer 
who is on sabbatioal leave at the Institute fuer Baustatik at 
Universitaet Stuttgart . This report on investigations of the dynamio 
behaviour of spherioal telescope struotures inoludes the following on 
ezperimental model tests : ·A series of ezperimental tests has been 
prepared in oooperation with Dr . Wessolly from the Institut fuer 
Modellstatik, Universitaet Stuttgart . The tests will be oonduoted nezt 
week and aim at the evaluation of Raleigh damping ooeffioients for 
semi-submerged flezible-based bodies of spherioal, oubio and 
oylindrioal shape. The added mass effeot and the visoous damping will 
be under investigations , as there are no literature souroes available 
for the special case given by the Boule.· 

4 Kay 1988 
FLOATING SPHERICAL TELESCOPE PROJECT 

The spec1al projects group direoted by D.J .Hal11day at Coast 
Steel Fabr10ators , w1th some assistance from an IRAP grant involving 
NRC, is work1ng on a 3 . 5-metre ' floating spherioal telesoope ' (FT) 
design . In add1tion, S.F . Stiemer , on sabbatioal leave at U. Stuttgart 
from UBC, 1s study1ng aspeots of the dynamio analysis of the 
structure. 

The 'Floating' Telescope (FT) design is essentially a domeless 
fork-mounted spherioal telesoope with oonventional drive and position 
enooding but with most of the weight taken off the bearings by 
flotation in a water mizture. The sphere of the FT does not need a 
smooth, pre01sion finish, unlike those of other spherioal telescopes 
whioh do not float, such as the pioneering " boule" telesoopes of A. 
Labeyrie. 

Unlike oonventional, domed, large telesoopes , hydrostatio heat 
produoing bearings are not required for the FT beoause of the light 
load on the bearings . The liquid also serves to oontrol temperature, 
to " dampen" vibrations, to remove ioe, snow, dust, eto. 

A major advantage of the FT is the versatility yet simplicity of 
its operation. In addition to prime and Cassegrain foci, there are 
many folded-Cassegrain fooi all around the inside the sphere where a 
wide variety of instruments can be oarried on a large, oonoentrio 
observing deok . Seoondary optios are attaohed to ezohange arms inside 
the sphere . These features greatly reduoe the time and labour involved 
in ohanging instruments and fooi, and make the telesoope suitable for 
remote oontrol, thus feasible for looation at a very high site . The 
hours of labour needed for ohanging instruments and fooi would be muoh 
less than that required for the CFHT . Also, if the FT oontrol oonsole 
were looated in the oontrol room of the CFST, one operator oould run 
both telesoopes and still have time to spare . 
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The FT oan have an equatorial drive even for telesoopes of 10 
metres aperture , thus eliminating field rotation and simplifying the 
design and operation of instruments . 

The Phase B design is prooeeding for telesoopes with apertures in 
the range 2.e metres to 10 metres . The Phase A design, started 2.5 
years ago, was for a F/1.6 primary mirror but Phase B is for a F/2 . 5 
mirror in the 3 . 6-metre prototype. Suoh a mirror oan be polished to a 
very high aoouraoy using oonventional techniques . The FT does not 
require a light-weight mirror . The available , heavy, solid Italian 
blank of ultra-low expansion material is being considered. The 
possibility of drilling spoke-like holes in this mirror in which 
liquid would be pumped to control the temperature is being 
investigated. (It would be appropriate if the Italian mirror blank 
were polished in the optical shop in Victoria because the newest, 
largest seotion of the building was originally constructed for that 
purpose . ) Construction of the 3.5 metre prototype is expected to begin 
before the end of 1988, and be completed two years later. 

There is an opportunity for Canadian astronomers to undertake the 
operation of this telesoope. If located on Mauna Kea next to the CFHT 
it could operate independently or in oombination with the CFHT . The 
building of the CFHT is equipped with ports to pass light from 
additional telesoopes to the ooude focus . The light would be refleoted 
out of the top of a fork tine of the FT to the CFHT building. The FT 
oould share instruments already oonstruoted for the CFHT . Perhaps the 
unused but high-quality , heavy , expensive Speotrograph 2 oould be 
permanently mounted at the direct Cassegrain foous of the FT. 

The amount of observing time guaranteed to Canadian astronomers 
on Mauna Kea would be at least doubled. 

In May, 1986, D.J.Halliday submitted to Westar a brief on the FT 
seeking the money generated by the sale of the QBII mirror blank. (In 
a supporting brief , G. J.Odgers, who was assooiate projeot direotor of 
the CFHT during design and oonstruotion , stated that "images of less 
than 0.2e aroseoond diameter would be produoed" by the FT.) This money 
has not yet been awarded . In the two years following the applioation 
to Westar, the FT design study has been funded by private industry 
and, beginning in February 1988, by an IRAP grant. If the Westar money 
were offered to the FT projeot, this would help to ensure provision of 
the bulk of the money from sources dedicated to industrial 
development . 

Because the FT projeot is supported by private industry as well 
as by government and university groups. it has, in my opinion, a very 
good ohance of aotually being funded, and soonl 

B. Harvey Riohardson 
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REPORT ON MEETING 
"!llVIRONHENTAL ASPECTS or ACTIVITIES IN OUTER SPACE -

STAn or THE LAW AND MEASURES OF PROTECTION" 
Beld in Coloane, We.t Cera.ny, Key 16-19 1988. 

Sidney v.n den Ber,h 
Dominion A.trophy.ical Ob.erv.tory 

I. Introduction. 

Thi •• eetina, vhich vee .ttended by about 100 peroon. , v •• 
or,anbed by Prolenor K.-H. Bock.tiead, Director of the 
In.titute of Air .nd Space Lav of Colo,ne Univeraity. The 
attendee. vere .a.Uy juri.to .nd people connected vith 
international ora.nb.tion •• uch .. the United N.tion •• nd the 
World Court plu ••• prinklina of •• b •••• dor. . Only half-.-dozen 
p.rticipant. vere .cienti.t. or people vith .cientific 
backaround •• 

2. The Pre.ent Sitaation, 

The pre.ent .ituation in reaard to .atellite. .nd .p.ce 
debri. va. outlined by Lt. Col. S.K. Schvetje (Internation.l Lav 
Diviaion, U.S. Air Force), L. Perek (Czecho.lovaki.n Ac.de.y of 
Schncu), J.B. C.rver (Au.trali.n Nation.l univeraity) .nd S, 
v.n den Berah (»o.inion A.trophy.ic.l Ob.ery.tory). The.e 
.chntiat. all pre.ented very aiailar ... en_nt. of the 
.itu.tion vhich .. y be .u ... rized a. follow.: 

a) Pre.ent attitude. reaardina pollution of .pace are 
aiailar to tho.e preyailina toward. pollution of the ocean. a fev 
decade. aao. At that ti_ it .ee.ed ab.urd to thiok th.t hu .. n 
activitie. could affect reaion. a. v •• t a. the oce.n •• 

b) At pre~ent about 7,000 .. jor object. in .pace are tr.cked 
by MORAD; an ' additional 50,000 frapente vith dia .. tara loraer 
th.n lea are balieved to ba in orbit . Of the laraer object. only 
5% are operational payload., 21% are non-operatiooal payload., 
25% are ai •• ion-oriented debri. and 49% are debri. froa .atellite 
breakup •• 

c) For the propo.ed Space Stat i on hypervelocity iap.ct. viii 
occur vith the follovina frequende. : object. laraer th.n 4ca 
O.Ol i.pact. per year, object. laraer th.n lea I i.pact per ye.r, 
object. I.raer than I .. 100 iapact. per year. 

l. rotor. Do •• lopaont •• 

a) Due to nev l.unche •• nd colli.ion. the nuaber of object. 
in orbit ia pra.enUy doublin, every decade. A. a ra.ul t the 
nuaber of colli. i on. (which create even anre debri.) i. currently 
incre.aina by • f.ctor of .bout 4 per decade. The pruent 
.itu.tion .ppe.r. to ba toler.ble eKcept to a.trono .. r., who .re 
already lo.ina about one-third of their vide-anale .ky 
photograph. due to eKce •• ive nu.bers of satellite trail., and vho 
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are 10.Inl acce •• to the laportant OK (hydroxyl) line at 1612KHz 
due to eal.aion by the Soyiet Clonal layilatlonal Satellite 
Syotea. With never , thicker .pace .uit. the riok to a.tronautl 
po.ed by ?ery ••• 11 piecu of debri. I. pruently con.idered to 
be .cceptable. 

b) 8y the year 2000 debri. In near-Elrth orbit (600-1,OOOkm) 
viii h.ve relched a den.Ity vhere it repre.ent. I non-nelllglble 
hazlrd to both •• tronlut. Ind ."teillte.. Yitt (Zeltachrlft fur 
Luft und Wei traua Jl.echt 17, 46 , 1988) utlutu I 5% per year 
colll.Ion r.te for typic.1 ,"teillte. by the year 2000. 

c) Extrapolatinl prelent trend. the denllty of debri. vill 
be '0 hilb In nea r -Earth orbit by the alddle of the next cent·ury 
that It viii no lonler be po •• lble for a.tronlut. and .atellite. 
to oper.te there. 

d) A .pecial problea i. po.ed by the po •• ibillty th.t 
"national technical .. In.'' ('P1 .atellltes) vlll be knocked out 
by rando. hyperveloclty iaplct.. If .uch an event occur. during 
a ti .. of Internltional ten.Ion it allht be Interpreted a. an 
attack . (Lt. Col . Schvetje referred to thl. a. the World War III 
equivalent of the a ••••• In.tion of Archduke Ferdinand in 1914). 

e) A large nuaber of .atellite. 
ar. prnently in parking orbit . It 
the.e vill eventually be .truck 
resulting in the foraation of a cloud 

u.ing nuclelr pover .y.tea. 
io inevitable that .oae of 
by hypervelocity laPICti 

of radio active debri •• 

f) The den.ity of co_unicaUon. ntellitu, aHitary 
aurveillance .yotea., .nd .pace debrh in leoaynchronou. orbito 
above the Equator i. i ncreaoinl r.pidly. The danler of 
colli.ion. to co_unic.tion. .nd nation.l .ecurity a •• et., 
.lthoulh pre.ently .till lov, i. increa.inl exponentially. 

4. What eaa .e Doa.? 

Due to colliaiona betveen objecta .lre.dy in orbit the aaount 
of debri. in .p.ce vill continue to incre.... All th.t we c.n 
hope to do 10 to lillit the rate of thlo incre •• e. No econnaic 
v.y io pruently known to reaove debri. frna orbit . At the 
pr~.ent time the nu.ber of .. jar object. in apace i. i ncreasing 
at a rat~ of .pproximately 400 per y~ar. 

Th~ following .... ure. could (.nd Ihould) be taken to 
lengthen the t lae before the debri. problea re.che. intolerable 
levell: 

.) Rocket. .hould be de.Iln~d in luch • way that their 
unu.ed fuel doe. not detonate .ponteneoualy in orbit. 

b) Hilit.ry uperi.ent. r .. ultlng in deliberate 
fralmentation · of .atellite •• hould be prohibited. 
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c) locket boo.ter. and other 
ahould be placed in lov orbit. 
atao.pheric drll. 

non-operational apace .. ar 
that decay rapidly due to 

d) Sltelllte •• hould be placed in leo.ynchronoul orbitl vith 
enoulh ,plre fuel '0 thlt they can be kicked Into higher orbit. 
vhen their u.eful IIfet l ae h •• co .. to an end. 

e) HIllion. thlt hIve little or no redeealnl .ocial value, 
such .. "The Eiffel Tover Project", the Cele.tl. Project which 
intend. to pllce creaated huun reuln. In orbit, and ca.-ercill 
Idvertl.Inl In Ipace .hould be banned. 

f) Prior con.ultltion .hould be u.ed to Ivoid n.edle •• 
duplicltion .uch a. thlt re.ultlnl froa the Soviet Clonal Ind tbe 
U.S . Ilobal po.itioninl ,"tell it. .y.t.a. . Such con.ultltion. 
.hould alao be u.ed to avoid interfer.nce of .atellite .ai •• ion. 
vith radio a.tronoay Ind other .cientific endeavour •• 

5. L.lal A'pecta. 

do not feel coapetent to di.cu.. thi. a.pect of tbe 
conference. The reader io referred to the Conference Ab.tractl 
vhich are .tt.ched. Hy iapre •• ion v •• th.t tbe p.rticip.nt. felt 
that "Natural lav" vu not .pplicabl. to .p.c. .nd that 
"Cu.toaary l.v" did not .pply dir.ctly bec.u •• the .p.ce ale 10 
ot ill '0 younl. Neverthele ... fev terre. trial prec.dent. auch 
.a the Trail S .. lter cue, .eea relev.nt to the foraulation of 
"In. taut euatoury lav". 

8y • procell of eli.in.tion only Treaty L.v .e... to lie 
really relev.nt . Since exi.tinl .p.ce tre.tie. .re rather 
loolely-vorded cnaproaile' they .r. not, i n their prelent fora, 
likely to be very uleful in rutricUnl haraful activiti .. in 
Ip.ce. Neverthelell'oae treaty prodaiona, .uch al the 
prohibition of nucle.r ve.pona in ap.c., are clearly uI.ful . ror 
• r.viev of the li.bility in c ... of ap.c. collioiona .ee Vitt 
(loc. cit. 1988) 

6. CODclueloaa. 

My iaprellion va. that the international juriata pruent at 
the aeetiDI regard .pace lav ••• n in t ere.tins .c.de.ic area. 1 
did not feel .ny .en.e of ursency to do aoaethinl .bout vhat ia 
cle.rly an appro.chinl environ ... nt.l c.t •• trophe. To. phy.ic.l 
acientiat queationa ouch .0 "II .p.ce debria a .p.ce object?" 
(cf . Okoli. lI5L-Proceedinsa 1982, P.I~ 67) .ppear ... ninll.lI. 
Althoulh leld .sree.~ntl to r .. trict the Irovth r.te of ap.ce 
d.bria are clearly n~c ... ary .nd deoirabl. it aUII' unruliatic 
to hop. th.t they c.n be put in pl.ce OD • uaeful tiae.cale . My 
per.on.l iapre •• loD i. th.t the be.t hope for the future 
therefor~ reate on • proc~ •• in vhich nationll .p.ce asencle •• ~t 
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up th~ir own workin·, ,roup. to r~duce th~ for .. tion of .pace 
debrh to •• ioillua. Schw~tj~ OOth Colloquiull on the lAw of 
Outer Space 1988, in pru.) report. that .uch a .p.c~ debrh 
workiol Iroup of th~ U.S. E.~cutive Dop.rtll~ntal Aleoci~. i. oov 
ICti,,~ in Wuhinlton. Clearly it vould b~ u.~ful to have dOle 

con.ultation b~tv~~n .uch Iroup. in th~ U. S . and th~ U.S.S.R., 
vhich tog~th~r account for 90% of all debrio in .pac~. In 
practice .uch collaboration lIilht, hov~ver, prov~ difficult 
becau.~ SDI-typ~ ~~p~ri.~nt. are .. jor contributor. to the .pac~ 
d~bri. probl ~II. 

Attached docullent •• 

1. Perek : Space Dobri •• 

2. SChvetje: Space Lav - Liability and Space Debri •• 

3. Schvetje: Current U.S. Initiative. to Control Space Debri •• 

4 . Vitt: Qu~.tion. of IDt~rnational Liability in th~ Ca.~ of 
Colli.ion •• uff~r~d by Satellit~. in G~o.tationary Orbit. 

5 . van d~n B~rlh: The !ff~ct. of Space Debri. and Sat~llite 
loterference on A.trooomy. 

6. Su ..... rie. of Colloquium talk •• 

Conference for Scientists and Journll1sts 

The Dlhers1ty of Calgary will host I conference on Septelllber 23 and 
24. 1988 in an effort to 1l1Proye the presentation and coverage of 
scientific events in the Edh. Co-hosts of the conference include the 
Calgary chapter of 51911 111 and the ~nad1an Science IIr1ters 
Association. Participants will include hosts and producers of CSC 
science progra.s on radio and television as ~ll as experts fro. the AAAS. 

For further 1nfonlltion write to Dr. Edna E1ns1edel. MISter of 
C-n1cat1ons Studies progra..e. The ~hers1ty of Calgary. 2500 
~hers1t1 Drhe 11.11 •• Calgary. Alberta. T2K 1114 or phone Marian DIvis at 
(403) 220-6357. 
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CANADIAN ASTRONOMY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

Those of you who were present at the discussion in Peterborough o~ 
future trends in optical astronomy in Canada viii recall that I expr~ssed 
.om~ re.~rvation. about the attitude. displayed . Nothing happened in the 
rest of the meeting to dispel those reservations. We were supposed to 
agree on which project for a major optical in.trument ve thought best, 
and we agreed on nothing , except that we want everything. I 8uppoae we 
all accept that , in an ideal world, we would like to enter the next 
century with major new i nstruments for each of optical, radio and apace 
astronomy approved , under construction, or perhaps even working . We 
know, notwithstanding that fund a for 8 apace instrument flow to UI 

through a slightly different channel, that we vould be exc~edingly lucky 
to obtain all thr~e . Almost certainly, .omevh~r~ along the lin~, th~ 
astronomical community i. going to have to id~ntify one of the.~ a. Ie •• 
important than the other two, or even two 8S Ie •• important than our 
fir.t choice . To judge by the performanc~ of the optical a.tronomer. in 
Peterborough, we are i ncapable of making such a decision. 

don't doubt that there are good motives behind our dithering. 
~o-one vant. to discourage a colleague who ha. had a good idea and hal 
worked hard at it. There really wa. insufficient information available 
about some of the options discussed . We are also all aware that our 
deci.ion. may fix the cour.e of optical a.tronomy for a .ub.tantial part 
of the tv~nty-fir.t century, and are properly cautious in making th~lI. I 
fear , however, that , to outsiders, we shall appear at best indecisive 
and, at worst, greedy_ 

My own concern i. not at the moment to lobby .trongly for any nev 
project, but to draw attention to the importance of conserving what we 
alr~ady have. I do not nec~ •• arily lIean by thi. patchinl up eld~rly 
in.trument. indefinitely. Particular tele.cope. do age and particular 
sitea deteriorate. I firmly believe, however, that it is important for 
u. to ke~p approximat~ly the .ame numb~r of tel~.cope. in th~ apertur~ 
range 1.5m to 2m a,'ve nov hav~. In the fir.t place, they are excellent 
for teaching th~ peopl~ vho viII eventually 10 on to u.e 4-_, 8-m, or 
even 10-. in.tru~nt.. Secondly, the .ch~duling of vhat ar~ now COiling 
to be thoulht of 81 ..... 11 .. in.trument. i. u.ually lIore flexible and 
permita the more detailed, long-range studies that are hard to 
accommodate on bigger tele.cope., and which - although le.s glamorous -
are every bit a. important to the prolre •• of a.tronomy a. the 
'(fashionable", "exciting" or "significant" projects (chooae your 
favourite adjective) that viiI inevitably have priority on the very large 
instrument.. Telescope. of about 2-m aperture do not hav~ to be on the 
vorld's be.t .ite. . For both the purpo.e. I have de.cribed, 
accessibility is quite a8 important aa leeing . Our instruments in this 
range should be, a. they nov are, in Canada, with the po •• ible exception 
of one in the .outhern hemi.phere. My per.onal beli~f i. that, if th~ 
pric~ for a .hare in an 8-m or 10-. tele.cope i. to giv~ up the Canadian 
facilities that ve now have, that price i. too hilh . 
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During t he discussion in Peterborough, Gretchen Harris suggested 
that those who feel t hi s way should make their ca se and compete for what 
they wan t in t he same way 88 the champions of new proj ects are doing. I 
f i nd it 8 li ttle od d that those o f U8 who want to conserve and make the 
best use of what we have, should be put i n the 88me position 8S th ose who 
want to spe nd large sums of money on new and - in 80me caSes - unproven 
projects . Ne ve rthele88 ~ this note is an attempt to take up Gretchen's 
challenge in t he sp i r it t hat I believe it wao offered. I suggest that 
those of you who are br oadly i n agreement with me write to her (and send 
me a copy, i f you like) 80 that at least everyone will know our numerical 
s t rength . 

... . H. Batten 

POSITION VACANT 

York University has a Research Associate position available for an astronomer, to 
collaborate with Professor John Caldwell in the analysis of planetary data from the Hubble 
Space Telescope. 

Applicants should have a PhD in Astronomy with a specialization in planetary at
mospheres and at least five years experience in ultraviolet planetary spectrophotometry. 
Relevant experience will include: spacecraft operations, target acquisition and tracking, 
data reduction, modelling of vertically inhomogeneous planetary atmospheres, familiarity 
with solar ultraviolet characteristics and with the ultraviolet absorption cross-section liter
ature for hydrocarbons and other trace constituents in planetary atmospheres. Additional 
astronomical research experience would be an asset. Fluency with computers for all aspects 
of scientific research is essential . Although the primary responsibility of this position will 
be original research, experience in teaching large undergraduate astronomy classes would 
also be an advantage. 

Commencing salary will be approximately 132,000 per annum. Submit applications 
wi th names of three personal references to: 

Dr. John Caldwell 
Physics Department 
York University 
4700 Kccle St. 
North York, Ontario, M3J IP3 

Interested applicants should contact John Caldwell by phone or computer mail immedi
ately. Phone number is 416-736-2100 ext. 7721. Computer mail should be directed to Paul 
Delancy, fs300176@yusol. Expected starting dat.e is as soon after July 1, 1988 as possible. 

In accordance with Canadian immigration requirements, this advertisement is directed 
to Canadian citizens and permanent residents. 
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CANADIAN ASTRONOMY DATA CENTRE 

Newsletter No. 6 

New Services 

There are two new services now available . 

• USSP The ULDA Software Support Package provides access to the IUE Uniform 
Low Dispersion Archive which has been produced at VILSPA. The ULDA resides on 
disk at the CADC and consists of all of the extracted low dispersion spectra taken to 
the end of 1983, over 24,000 spectra in all. These are one dimensional spectra which 
have been uniformly calibrated and have homogeneous identifications as provided by 
SIMBAD. The USSP allows remote users to query the database on camera, image 
number, aperture, position, name, and object class. The spectra which are chosen are 
then packaged and sent to the user via electronic mail. There is a special program, 
named UNSPL, which runs on the user's local machine and which takes these spectra 
and produces FITS images for each spectra. UNSPL is only available for VAX/VMS 
and can be requested from the CADC. The USSP allows any CADC user to request 
IUE spectra and a short time later have these available for analysis on their own 
machine. We feel that the ULDA is a valuable resource which can be utilized for 
many purposes, e.g. estimating fluxes for HST exposures, Graduate course work, 
normal research, etc. 

• SCAT SCAT is n~w tool for searching the catalogs resident on the Britton-Lee 
Database machine. Simultaneous Catalog Search(SCAT) allows the user to specify 
either a positional box or a position and a search radius, and then search for all ob
jects in this area for those catalogs of interest. At the moment only a subset of the 
catalogs which are available through STARCAT are available for SCAT. The modifi
cation of the Catalog formats to make them compatible with SCAT is on our (long) 
list of things to do. 

New User Interrace 

The CADC Services are now available using the new User Interface. The new interface · 
is built upon Proteus (like STARCAT) and provides a much more consistent environment 
for the user. The interface provides on·line help, the ability to switch between menu 
and prompt modes and will elIow us to support non· VT100 terminals in the future . The 
astronomical services currently available include: STARCAT, SIMBAD, SCAT, HCON, 
USSP and FINDER. The new services, SCAT and USSP, are described above. 
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CADC Documentation 

There is now a CADC Services Reference Manual available. This is fairly complete 
document describing both the User Interface and the Services which are available. The 
manual has several sample screens and contains several examples of how to use each of 
the Services. However, we feel that more of a step by step guide needs to be available so 
we plan to produce a CADC Services Cookbook as well. While the Reference Manual will 
only be available in English, the Cookbook will be available in both French and English. 
Finally, we are also working on a STARCAT Catalog Reference Manual which will contain 
complete information on each of the Catalogs available via STARCAT. If yotl would like 
to receive any of the documentation and/or register as a CADC user please fill out the 
form at the end of this article and return it to Dennis Crabtree or Daniel Durand. 

CASCA Demonstration 

The CADC was present at the Peterborough meeting and gave several demonstrations 
of the services which we are currently offering. There were some hardware problems during 
the tutorial on Monday afternoon, btlt we were very satisfied with the level of interest and 
support demonstrated by the commllnity. We plan to be at the next meeting in Montreal 
with more to show. 

The Next Year 

Some of things we plan to do dtlring the tlpcoming year include the following: 

• CFHT Archive We ,are very close to tlndertaking a project to create an archive of 
CFHT Digital Data. The Archiving proposal has been approved by the CFHT SAC 
and only needs app£oval by the CFHT Board before initiation. We look forward to 
working with CFHT to provide a valtlable resource for the commtlnity. 

• DAOPHOT/IRAF DAOPHOT/IRAF will be finished later this year and shotlld be 
part of the next general IRAF release (3.0). 

• Optical Disk We are currently ordering a 12" Optical WORM system. This is the 
media that will be tlsed for the HST Archive as well as the CFHT Archive. Once this 
tlnit arrives we will be installing the software necessary for retrieval of data from the 
optical disk. This is a critical piece of software as it links the STARCAT entry to the 
acttlal data. 

• GST-5 General System Test 5 is planned for early next year. This test will encom
pass a complete test of the HST data acqtlisition, pipeline processing and archival 
procedtlres. Part of this test incltldes the distribtltion of data to the Archival Centers, 
incl1.l<ling the CADC. We are eagerly looking forward to GST-5 to give us a flavotlf of 
what post-launch life will be like. , 
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• IUE Archive We are currently receiving the IUE mini-archive from Goddard Space 
Flight Center. We are considering a number of projects dealing with this data. We 
plan to convert the data into FITS format for eventual storage on optical disk and 
also into GO format for use with the IUE RDAF software. 

Name: 
Institution: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Canadian Astronomy Data Center 
Request for Account and/or Documentation 

Please add me M a CADC registered user. 0 

Initial CADC PMsword: 
E-mail Addres. # 1: 
E-mail Address #2: 
E-mail Addres. #3: 
E-mail Address #4: 

Computer type: 
Operating System: 

Magnetic tape (1/2", TK-50, 1/4": 
Tape Density: 

PleMe send the following CADC documentation: 

Services Reference Manual: 0 
CADC Services Cookbook: 0 
STARCAT Catalog Reference Manual: 0 

Veuillez indique ici si vous etes intereresse a recevoir votre document (CADC Services Cook· 
book) en fran~ai.lorsqu'ilsera disponible: 0 
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CITA Annual Report 1987 ICAT 
Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics / Institut canadien d'astrophysique thoorique 

1. FOREWORD 

The Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics is a national research centre for studies 
in theoretical astronomy and related subjects, hosted by the University of Toronto. CITA has 
two primary missions: a Canadian one - to foster interaction in the Canadian theoretical 
astrophysics community, and also between theorists and observational astronomers; the other 
is an international one - to be a world-class centre of excellence for theoretical studies in 
astrophysics. In this report, we review the main activities at CITA over the period Dec. 1986 
- Dec. 1987. This report has been prepared by Luc Binette and Dick Bond. 

2. PERSONNEL 

CHANGES IN 1987 

Dr. Nick Kaiser has been appointed to a tenured associate professorship in CITA. He arrived 
at CITA from Cambridge University in spring 1988. Kaiser has also been appointed as a Fellow 
in the Cosmology Program of The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIAR) for a 
five-year term. The fellowship pays his full salary during that period. 

J. R. Bond has been promoted from Associate Professor to Professor; he continues to hold 
a fellowship in the CIAR Cosmology Program. 

Prof. Peter Martin returned to CITA in September from a year's sabbatical at the University 
of California at Santa Cruz. 

Three new staff arrived at CITA in September. They are Dr. Luc Binette from the Euro
pean Southern Observatory, appointed on a three to five year research associate position, and 
Dr. Colin McGill (Oxford) and Dr. Peter Thomas (Cambridge), appointed as research fellows 
for two years. They join research associate Dave Merritt and research fellows Arnold Boothroyd, 
Chong-An Chang, Hugh Couchman, Tatsuhiko Hasegawa, Hyun~-Mok Lee, Lorne Nelson, Al
berto Noriega-Crespo, and Tom Quinn. Dr. Per Lilje (Cambridge) arrived in January 1988. Of 
these thirteen research staff, five are supported from a Special NatIOnal Program Grant awarded 
by NSERC, four from internal University of Toronto funds, three from operating grants to indi
vidual faculty, and one on an NSERC ~tdocto ral fellowship. Three are Canadians (Binette, 
Boothroyd, and Nelson). Varun Sahni IS also a new research fellow in cosmology, funded by the 
Physics Department of the University of Toronto this year. 

Three research fellows left in September. Jeff Bishop took up a lecturer position at Columbia 
University, Mike Fitchett a postdoctoral fellowship at Space Telescope Science Institute, and 
John Lattanzio a postdoctoral fellowship at Lawrence Livermore Labs. 

Only a few months after moving to Columbia, Jeff Bishop died, having been struck by a 
truck while jogging. The tragic loss of a friend whose lively persona energized CITA during his 
two year tenure with us is deeply felt by everyone in the CITA 'family ' . 

The staff of CITA for the year 1987, along with their primary research interests, are listed 
below. 

CITA FACULTY 

• J .R. Bond, Professor (Ph.D. Caltech 1979) 
- Co~mology - very early univer~e, evolution of co~mic ~tructure, dark matter, co~mic back

ground radiation~, Supernovae and Stellar Fatel. Particle Theory 
• N. Kaiser, Assoc. Professor (Ph.D. Cambridge 1982) 
Co~mology - galaxy cl~~tering, microwave background, X-ray clu~ter~ , co~mic Itring~ 

• P.G. Martin, Professor (Ph.D. Cambridge 1972) 
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Inter~tellar medium - du~t, gueow nebulae, H2 , ~tar formation, Novae 
S.D. Tremaine, Director, Professor (Ph.D. Princeton 1975) 
Galactic Structure, Co~mology - dark matter, galaxy formation, evolution and dructure, 
Stellar and Planetary Dynamic~ .- planetary ring~, cometJ 

• L. Binette, Research Associate (Ph.D. Australian National University 1983) 
Radiative Tra~fer, Shocb in the Inter~tellar Medium, Active Galactic Nuclei 

• D. Merritt, Research Associate (Ph .D. Princeton 1982) 
Stcllar Dynamic~, Clwter~ of Galaxic~ 

RESEARCH FELLOWS 1987 

• J . Bishop, (Ph.D. Chicago 1985) - Stellar Dynamic~ 
• A. Boothroyd, (Ph.D. Caltech 1987) - Stellar Evolution, Inter~tellar Medium, H2 
• C.A. Chang, (Ph.D. Pittsburgh 1985) - Active Galactic Nuclei, Inter~tellar Shocb, H2o Star 

Formation ' 
• H.M. Couchman, (Ph.D. Cambridge 1986) - Co~mology and Gal/J2:Y Clwtering 
• M. Fitchett, (Ph.D. Cambridge 1984) - Galaxy Clwter~, Co~mology and Gravitational Wave~ 
• T . Hasegawa, (Ph.D. Tohoku, Japan 1984) - Inter~tellar Molecular Chemi~try, Dark Cloud~ 
• J . Lattanzio, (Ph.D. Monash, Australia 1984) - Star~ and A~trophy~ical Hydrodynamic~ 
• H-M. LeeL..(Ph.D. Princeton 1986) - Stellar Jjynamic~, Den~e Star Clwten 

P. Lilje, (t'h.D. Cambridge 1987) - Gal/J2:Y Clwtering and Co~mology 
• C. McGill, (Ph.D. Oxford 1987) - Co~mology and Intergalactic Clou~ 
• L. Nelson, (Ph.D. Queens 1984) - Stellar Evolution and Binary Star~ 
• A. Noriega-Crespo, (Ph.D. Santa Cruz 1986) - Ga~eow Nebulae, Star Formation, Dwarf 

Galaxie~ 
• T . Quinn, (Ph.D. Princeton 1986) - Comeu, N-body Dynamic~ and Gal/J2:y Clu~tering 
• V. Salmi, (Ph.D. Moscow State 1985) - Early Univer~e, Co~mic Den~ity Fluctuatio~, Co~ 

mic String~ 
• P. Thomas, (Ph.D. Cambridge 1987) - Ga~ Dynamic~, X-ray A~tronomy 

3. CITA VISITORS 
CITA also has a vigourous visitors program bringing a number of Astronomy and Physics 

faculty members from other Canadian universities and from abroad for both extended stays 
and shorter visits. The Reinhardt Fellowship program managed by CITAprovides relief from 
teaching duties and local expenses to encourage long-term visits by Canadian theorists to CITA. 
In 1987 the Reinhardt visitors were: 

• Ray Carlber~,<York) 
• Alan Coley (Dalhousie) 
• Kayll Lake (Queen's) 
• Don Vandenberg (Victoria) 

Each fellow spent between four and eight weeks at CITA. Funding is provided by the Rein
hardfFund of the University of Toronto Astronomy Department . 

A new program announced in November solicits nominations from universities across Canada 
for "CITA National Fellows". These arc research fellows who would be jointly supported by 
CITA and the host university; they would work primarily at the host university although visits 
to CITA and collaboration with CITA staff would be encouraged. The award of these fellowships 
would be made by CITA Council using the same criteria as fellowships held at CITA. The first 
competition was for fellowships beginning September 1988. 

We have also solicited proposals for collaborative programs between CITA and other uni
versities. Examples of such programs include shared support for sabbatical visitors to Canada 
or support to gather a "critical mass" of researchers to work on a problem of interest to CITA. 

Other visitors to CITA included: 
• Luis Aguilar, CfA, Harvard 
• Charles Alcock, Lawrence Livermore Labs 
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• Safi Bahcall, Harvard College 
• Jim Bardeen, University of Washington 
• Orner Blaes, Caltech 
• Alan Boss, Carnegie Institute of Washington 
• Jacob Bekenstein, Bcn-Gurion University 
• James Binney, Oxford University 
• George Bowen, Iowa State University 
• John Cannizzo, McMaster University 
• Bernard Carr, Queen Mary College, London 

Herwig Dejonghe, Institute for Advanced Study 
Tim de Zeeuw, Institute for Advanced Study 

• George Efstathiou, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge 
• Peter Eggleton, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge 

Mike Fich, University of W .. terloo 
• Gerry Gilmore, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge 

Peter Goldreich, Caltech 
• Jeremy Goodman, Institute for Advanced Study 
• Dick Henriksen, Queen's University 

Paul Hewett, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge 
• Israel Kovner, Princeton University 
• Jufu Lu, Queen's University 
• John Madore, University of Paris 
• Sabbino Matarrese, University of Padova 
• Jeff McClintock, MIT 
• Seppo Mikkola, Thrku University and York University 
• Joe Monaghan, Monash University 
• Jim Peebles, Princeton University 
• Carolyn Porco, University of Arizona 
• Ralph Pudritz, McMaster University 
• Paul Schechter, Las Campanas Observatory 
• Jerry Sellwood, University of Manchester 
• Joe Silk, University of California, Berkeley 
• Albert Stebbins, Fermilab, Chicago 
• Paul Thomas, Cornell University 
• Alar Toomre, MIT . 
• Lee Anne Willson, Iowa State University 
• Rosemary Wyse, University of California, Berkeley 
• Anna Zytkow, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge 

4. FACILITIES 

CITA occupies the 12th floor of the McLennan Physics Laboratory at the downtown cam
pus of the University of Toronto~ In 1987, our computing resources consisted of CITA's own 
Micro VAX, supplemented by a second Micro VAX rented from the Physics/Astronomy /CITA 
consortium. In 1988, we willlar~ely switch to SUN microcomputers, which run on the UNIX 
operatin~ system, wh ile maintaming our VMS-based MicroVAX for visitors and fellows who 
prefer thIS system. Usage of the CRAY X·MP supercomputer located in our building is also on 
the rise. 

5. CITA COUNCIL 

CITA is an institute within the School of Graduate Studies of the University of Toronto, 
and a non-profit corporation (CITA, Inc.). Relations between the two CITAs are governed 
by a letter of agreement between CITA Council and the University of Toronto. CITA Council 
consists of seven members, five sclected from the CITA Inc. membership in co-operation with the 
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Canadian Astronomical Society (of which they must also be members), and two ez "ffici,,: the 
Director of CITA and the Dean of the School of Graduate Studies of the University of Toronto 
or his designate. During 1987, George Mitchell (St. Mary's University, Halifax) became the 
Chairperson of CITA Council, succeeding Dick Henriksen (Queen's). 

Members of CITA Council for 1987 were: 

• George Mitchell , St. Mary's, Chair 
• Greg Fahlman, UBC 
• Sun Kwok, Calgary 
• Peter Martin, CITA 
• Noah Meltz, University of Toronto, Assoc. Dean, SGS 

Serge Pineault, Laval 
• Scott Tremaine, CITA, Director 

6. CONFERENCES SUPPORTED BY CITA 

• Delta T over Tea, a Workshop on the Microwave Background, May 1-2 1987, held in Toronto. 
Organizers: Dick Bond (CITA) and Dave Wilkinson (Princeton). Sponsored by the CIAR and 
CITA. 
• Second Canadian Conference on General Relativity, May 14-161987, held in Toronto. Organiz
ers: Alan Coley (Dalhousie), Charles Dyer (Toronto), and Brian Thpper (Dalhousie). Supported 
by CITA and N5ERC. 
• The Interaction of Supernova Remnants with the Interstellar Medium, June 10-12 1987, in 
Penticton, BC. Organizers: R.S. Roger (DRAO) and Serge Pineault (Laval). Sponsored by 
CITA, the Herzberg Institute and NSERC. 
• AAS/CAS Meeting, June 14-19 1987, ill Vancouver. Organizer: Harvey Richer (UBC). CITA 
support given as one of several sponsors. 
• Galactic and Extragalactic Star Formation, June 21 to July 41987, in Whistler, BC. Organizer: 
Ralph Pudritz (McMaster). Supported by CITA and a major NATO grant. 
• Sixth Annual Kingston Meeting, October 1987 in Halifax. Organizer: George Mitchell (St. 
Mary's University) 

7. SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS 1987 

Research at CITA covers a broad range of fields of astrophysical theory. In 1987, the areas 
of study included: solar system astrophysics (origin and evolution of comets, comet showers 
and periodic extinctions); general relativity (gravitational wave sources, alternative theories to 
general relativity); stellar physics (Supernova 1987a, structure and envelopes of carbon stars, 
star formation, binary X-ray sources); the physics of the interstellar and intergalactic gas (cloud
cloud collisions, emission spectrum of shock-heated H2o intergalactic Lyman <> clouds); galactic 
structure (the stability of elliptical galaxies, construction of model galaxies, the mass of our 
Galaxy, the composition of the solar neighbourhood and the Galactic spheroid); cosmology (the 
early universe, the cold dark matter scenario, alternatives to dark matter, microwave background 
fluctuations , formation of disk galaxies, gravitational lenses, the structure of galaxy clusters, 
quasars); and astrophysical fluid mechanics (stability of thick accretion disks, cosmological N 
body models with dissipation, sound generation in turbulent fluids). A more detailed description 
of the work for this year follows . 

Gravitation Theory 

• The dark matter problem- the evidence that 90-99% of the mass of the Universe is in some 
invisible form-is generally regarded as the most important issue in extragalactic astronomy. 
Jakob Bekenstein, visiting CITA during the 1986-87 academic year, developed a consistent 
relativistic gravitational theory that increases accelerations over those predicted in Einstein's 
theory when the accelerations are small. No dark matter would then be required. His model 
introduces a complex scalar field interacting in a novel way, through its phase: "phase-coupled" 
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gravity. He showed that a simple candidate theory of this kind is consistent with most or all of 
the phenomenology of dark matter and that testable effects are close to the limit of detectability 
in the solar system. 
• L. Krauss (Yale) and 'Ire maine have investigated the implications of the near-simultaneous 
arrivals of the photon and neutrino bursts from Supernova ·1987A. This observation shows that 
neutrinos and photons fall at the same rate in the Galactic gravitational field and hence tests 
the weak equivalence principle to an accuracy of at least 0.5% and probablf much better. 
Tremaine is now working with CITA Reinhardt Fellow Alan Coley (Dalhousie) to investigate 
the implications of this result for non-metric theories of gravity. 

Cosmology 

• Over the last two decades, a great deal of telescope time has been devoted to attempts to mea
sure the curvature of the Universe. The most recent attempt, by Loh and Spillar at Princeton 
(A.troph, •. J. Lett., 307, Ll), measures the distribution of galaxies in flux-redshift space. In 
contrast to previous attempts, which relied mostly on the flux-redshift relation for some stan
dard candle, the Loh-Spillar approach is insensitive to homologous evolution of the luminosity 
function. 'Ire maine, together with CITA summer student Sali Bahcall, has investigated simple 
models of non-homologous evolution (for example, due to different evolution rates for ellipticals 
and spirals) to determine the uncertainty introduced into the Loh-Spillar test . They find that 
the uncertainties introduced in this way are lar~e enough that the present data is unable to 
distinguish critical (0 = t) from empty (0 = 0) UDlverses. 
• The most widely accepted theory for the dark matter is that it consists of cold massive 
elementary particle relics of the Big Bang - cold dark matter, CDM. When combined with 
the inflationary paradigm, which posits an early very rapid expansion phase in the universe, 
a specific testable form for the spectrum of cosmological density fluctuations which grow into 
all of the structure in the universe is predicted. We do not yet know whether this theory is 
ruled out by the data, although there are indications that it runs into trouble explaining recent 
observations of the clustering of clusters, of microwave background anisotropies, of large scale 
streaming motions of galaxies - distortions from the feneral Hubble expansion flow, and of 
extremely rare events such as a previously undetected Great Attractor', proposed to explain 
these large streaming velocities. Bond has been developing direct tests of the density fluctuation 
spectrum, using the tools of the theory of Gaussian random fields - the statistics appropriate 
to models based on the inflationary paradigm - to test the viability of the CDM and other 
inflation-based theories. He concludes that the CDM theory is incompatible with the existence 
of such a large Great Attractor as proposed (although a smaller attractor accounting for about 
half of the Local Group's flow would be viable); the CDM theory is also incompatible with the 
reported degree of clustering of large clusters of galaxies, and of the patches of clusters that, 
according to B. Thlly (Hawaii), cover regions one-tenth the size of the observable universe. A 
~est based on the degree of clustering of galaxies about clusters was originally thought to be 
m clear contradiction to the CDM theory, but a reanalysis of the observational data by new 
CITA postdoc Per Lilje and George Efstathiou (Cambridge) has dropped the magnitude of the 
clustering to a level compatible with the CDM theory. 
• The angular pattern of the clustering of galaxies also indicates an apparent lack of large 
scale structure. Bond and Hugh Couchman developed a theoretical test of fluctuations based 
on this observable to see if the effects of nonlinear dynamical evolution on large scales can 
make this observation compatible with the large clustering of clusters data for inflation-based 
theories. The answer is no for the CDM theory. Indeed the CDM theory is compatible with the 
angular pattern of the galaxies as originally measured by Groth and Peebles - an observation 
which has recently been reconfirmed by Maddox and Efstathiou (1987) on an entirely new and 
!Duch larger sample of galaxies. Dond and Couchman introduced a Dovel way to approximately 
melude nonlinear dynamics to treat the evolution of the clustering of galaxies using the Zeldovich 
approximation. This nonlinear method can now be applied to increase the range of applicability 
of the other tests that were previously developed . 
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• There are two ways within the inflationary paradigm to change the spectrum of fluctuations 
80 they are compatible with observations. One is to change the constituents and parameters. 
governing the evolution of the background universe. For example, one could change the relative . 
amounts of baryons and dark matter, or change the type of dark matter, or the type of fluc
tuations (adiabatic or isocurvature or a combination). This path was systematically explored 
by Bond, in collaboration with ClTA visitors Jim Hardeen and George ECstathiou. The 
other possibility is to change the form of the fluctuations that are generated during inflation. 
Bardeen, Bond and graduate student Dave Salopek (Toronto) solved numerically the equations 
governing the development of the quantum fluctuations through inflation, and showed what had 
to be done to the models to make modifications to the initial spectrum of the 80rt apparently 
required by the data. So far this research has shown that , although it is possible to generate a 
variety of fluctuation spectra, it is quite unnatural to generate one that is compatible with all 
of the data. The most natural fluctuations are indeed those assumed in the CDM theory. 
• Bond, in collaboration CITA visitor ECstathiou, completed a study of the statistics of Mlgular 
anisotropies of the 3'K cosmic microwave background radiation, which probe the universe from 
the age of about one million years onward. They also presented details of their methods of 
computation of primary anisotropies in the background radiation, calculations which are the 
most accurate to date in the subject. They also demonstrated how the very powerful new 
Caltech upper limit on anisotropies at 7' first unveiled at the CITA 'Delta T over Tea' Workshop 
could be used to rule out a variety of models of structure formation that would otherwise have 
been considered as viable. 
• The standard model of structure formation in the late seventies had the universe dominated 
by baryons (protons and neutrons, with the dark matter presumably being stellar remnants), 
with density fluctuations primarily in the baryons initially. These are isocurvature (isothermal) 
perturbations as opposed to the more conventional adiabatic perturbations which are the most 
likely type to arise m theories based on the inflationary paradigm. CITA visitor Jim Peebles 
recently resurrected this class of models as a panacea for the large scale structure dilemmas 
facing the subject. Bond and ECstathiou computed anisotropies in this model. Nonlinear 
effects were included since they demonstrated these were very important for constraining this 
class of models. A large region of parameter space can be ruled out, although there is still a 
small window of opportunity for these models. 
• Bond studied the amplitude of ucond4ry anisotropies in the background arising from the 
scattering of cosmic background photons from inhomogeneous hot gas arising in collapsed groups 
and clusters or in explosive large-scale bubbles and emission by inhomogeneous primeval dust . 
This work was used to severely constrain models of the universe dominated by massive neutri
nos, and also to show that the amplitude of secondary fluctuations in CDM models was small 
compared with current limits. The study of dust emission was especially timely in light of the 
reported discovery of a spectral distortion in the microwave background by a team of American 
and Japanese astronomers, apparently confirming an earlier detection by Gush of UBC. Bond 
and CITA visitor Bernard Carr, in collaboration with C. Hogan (Arizona), are studying the 
cosmological implications of the implied high redshift primeval dust and large distortion energy 
inferred from their dust models of the Berkeley-Nagoya data. 
• Bond proposed a mechanism by which most collapsed galaxy scale structures become un
derluminous, living life as flattened clusters of strung-out dwarf galaxies, extending an earlier 
proposal for supernova-induced gas ejection from dwarf galaxies by Dekel and Silk to larger 
entities. Such a mechanism to explain why bright galaxies form only from rare high amplitude 
fluctuations of the density field, in which the gas would not escape in the formation phases, and 
not from more common low amplitude fluctuations - the biasing mechanism - is essential to 
make the CDM theory with inflation compatible with observations. 
• Couchman collaborated with CITA Reinhardt Fellow Ray Carlberg (York University, now 
at the University of Toronto) on N-body calculations of cold dark matter models of galaxy for
mation, using a simple prescription for gas dissipation and star formation based on local density 
and velocity criteria. The 'galaxies' in this model had clustering properties and pair velocities 
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that agree with observations. They find that there is a significant difference between the cluster
ing and merging properties of the dark matter potential wells and the galaxies, since the latter 
merge less due to dissipation. The redshift when the bulk of the stars form is significantly higher 
(z - 5) than when 'bright' galaxies form by merging of smaller galaxies: there is apparently no 
difficulty with the lack of evidence for forming galaxies in primeval galaxy searches. 
• Nick Kaiser visited CITA for three months during 1987. Kaiser completed a project concerning 
the then recently discovered large scale deviations from Hubble flow in the elliptical galaxy 
sample referred to above. He found that claims that these data were in strong conflict with 
the cold-dark-matter cosmology predictions were overstated, and that, with more careful and 
direct modelling of the observation and reduction, the theory predictions were quite similar to 
the models. Kaiser also worked on the problem of the formation of cosmolo$ical structure in 
a hot dark matter universe (dominated by massive neutrinos about 30 ev) wIth cosmic string 
seeds that would be the remnants of a phase transition which generated a string network in the 
very early universe. 
The IGM and AGNs, The ISM and Star Formation 
• Luc Binette has considered the effect of pulsed variations of the ionizing continuum on the 
narrow line region of quasars. The nuclei of active galaxies may often be variable in their 
luminosities and in the intensity of their lines. Binette recently modified his multi-purpose 
photo-ionization plus shock-model computer program, to allow a study of the behaviour of 
the spectral lines in response to the varIability of the ionizing ultraviolet radiation emanating 
from the quasar engine. This project has so far focussed on the influence of relatively slow 
UV continuum variations on the emis sion-Iine spectrum from the 'Narrow Line Region' of 
AGNs, which is low density gas, about 50 parsecs from the centre in quasars. Under certain 
physical conditions, the ratio of the intensities of forbidden lines of once-ionized sulphur and 
neutral oxygen can be enhanced by a factor of two in the presence of a constantly variable UV 
continuum. Demonstrating that this line ratio is too high for the standard assumption of an 
equilibrium steady state model for the lines nwould then be a strong indicator that the output 
from the AGN nucleus is recurrently variable on timescales of order a hundred years. 
• In the past year Bond, in collaboration with CITA visitor Joe Silk (Berkeley), and with Alex 
Szalay (Hopkins), finished a study showing how the small (dwarf /lalaxy scale) tntergalactic gas 
clouds inferred to exist from the optical spectra of quasars could arIse naturally in the COM the
ory, as collapsing clouds which explode upon photo-ionization by primeval galaxies. The clouds 
were assumed to be spherical' in this work for computational simplicity in the hydrodynamics 
code used to treat their evolution. Bond is working with two former CITA postdocs, Fitchett 
(Space Telescope Institute) and Lattanzio (Lawrence Livermore Lab), together with CITA vis
itor Monaghan (Monash University), to consider the evolution of aspherical gas clouds with 
subclouds embedded in them, the generic case predicted by the COM theory. We are develop
ing a computer code including three-dimensional gas hydrodynamics using the 'smooth particle 
hydrodynamics' method, with an N-Body code describing the evolution of dark matter. 
• John Dove and his group in the Department of Chemistry, University of Toronto, in collabora
tion with Arnold Boothroyd, Chong-An Chan~ and Peter Martin of eiTA are studying some 
fundamental aspects of chemical reactions in regIons of star formation. Molecular hydrogen, H" 
is by far the most abundant molecule in the universe, and a full knowledge of its chemistry is 
therefore essential to understanding the behaviour of the chemically reacting gas in interstellar 
molecular clouds, especially the highly active regions of star formation. Perhaps surprisingly, 
the reactions of this molecule under conditions where there are strong departures from local 
thermal equilibrium (LTE) are not well understood. Because the reactions in interstellar clouds 
take place at densities where the time between collisions can be much longer than the infrared 
quadrupole radiative lifetime, extreme deviations from LTE can occur, and reaction rates may 
be very different from those inferred from laboratory data. The Chemistry group and their CITA 
collaborators are studying chemical reactions under these conditions, using quantum mechanical 
ab initio calculation of the hydrogen molecule interaction potentials, and computer simulation 
of collision dynamics and ·chemical reaction sequences. Major objectives are to elucidate the 
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processes occurring in star formation regions, especially under conditions of shock wave excita
tion, and to interpret observations of emission spectra from those regions. Star forming regions 
are comprised of large clouds of molecular hydrogen. 
• Chong-An Chang studied the dynamical and physical processes in the interstellar medium 
around a quasar in a paper published this year . He also calculated hydrodynamic collapse models 
describing the formation of galactic disks, and simulated shock waves in interstellar molecular 
clouds. 
• Tatsuhiko Hasegawa studied the chemistry of Bok globules, small gas clouds in interstellar 
space, with mass about one hundred times that of the Sun. Dozens of species of molecules 
such as CO, CS, NHs, and H,CO have been detected in the Bok globules. The existence and 
distribution of the molecules had to be explained along with the observed temperature (10K) 
and density (about lOS cm- 3 ) . Numerical calculations include four hundred chemical reactions 
between one hundred molecular species, a heat balance, and a pressure-gravity balance. One of 
his models successfully explains the molecular abundances, the temperature, and the. density. 
Observational and Uworetical studies of scattered light and thermal emission from the globules 
are on-going . 
• Lattanzio continued to develop and apply the smooth particle hydrodynamics numerical 
technique to problems in astrophysics. With CITA visitor Monaghan, he studied the hydro
dynamical evolution of self-gravitating accretion disks . With Dick Henriksen, a CITA visitor 
from Queen's, he studied the interactions and collisions of clouds in the interstellar medium. 
With graduate student D. Sasselov (Toronto), he considered collisions between clouds at high 
galactic lattitude. 
• Alberto Noriega-Crespo continued studying the large scale star formation process in dwarf 
galaxies and related systems, in collaboration with Dr. P. Bodenheimer, Dr. D.N.C. Lin, from 
the University of California at Santa Cruz, and with Dr. G. Tenorio-Tagle, from the Max-Planck 
Institut ftir Astrophysik. Some properties of the dwarf galaxies, such as the spread in age of their 
stellar population, their overall low metallicity and their observed initial mass function, could 
be understood in terms of bursts of star formation characterized, in some cases, by multiple 
supernova events . 
• Noriega-Crespo has been modelling the photoionization of H II regions and the effect of 
charge exchange reactions on the structure of the nebulae, in collaboration with Dr. M. McCall 
from the University of Toronto and Dr. P. Martin from CITA. They are examining now the 
range of variation in the models as a function of different parameters, such as density distribution 
and the stellar flux. . 

Galactic and Stellar Dynamics and Dark Matter 

• Jeff Bishop pointed out that a simple and instructive class of oblate galaxy models are 
"shell" models, the analogs of spherical models composed of stars on circular orbits, and has 
implemented a general procedure for constructing shell models of oblate galaxies. He also began 
the first program to survey a family of oblate models for stability, using an N-body code, before 
the tragic end to his research. 
• Mike Fitchett (now at Space Telescope Institute), has devised a statistical method for the 
determination of substructure in clusters. Application to the core of the Coma cluster (in 
collaboration with Rachel Webster, U niversi ty of Toronto) indicated the existence of two clumps, 
centred on the dominant 0 galaxies there. The same method is being applied to 14 rich clusters 
from the Cambridge survey of Colless and Hewett. 
• Fitchett and Dave Merritt have shown that the Hydra cluster has central substructure and 
is unlikely to be a realization of an equilibrium model - a surprising result in light of the 
apparently spherically symmetric appearance in the galaxy and X-ray distributions. 
• Hyung-Mok Lee and Lome Nelson have computed the frequencies of stellar encounters such as 
tidal capture and direct collisions in the Galactic center. They show that significant observable 
effects such as X-ray emission by close binaries and change of stellar population due to stellar 
mergers are expected when high resolution observations are available through the Hubble Space 
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Telescope and AXAF. The dynamics of stellar systems would also be affected by the stellar 
encounters. 
• Recent high resolution observations of centers of nearby galaxies claiming the existence of 
central black hole generated a ftTeat deal of excitement. In collaboration with J . Goodman (lAS, 
Princeton) and D. Richstone (Michigan), Lee has looked at the possible physical interactions 
between the black hole and the surrounding stellar systems. Stellar disruption due to the strong 
tidal field would produce a very bright burst of radiation which lasts only about 10 - 1000 years 
while the mean time interval between two such events is typically about 10,000 years. Although 
the chance of observing such an event is small for a single e;alaxy, a number of galaxies among a 
large sample within observable distances could be in the high brightness phase. The continuous 
supply of gas through stellar winds could be a steady source of accretion. If there are indeed 
black holes in the nuclei of most galaxies, some mechanism would be required to sweep up the 
gas in order to keep the mass-ta-Iight ratio high. The flash of radiation due to stellar disruption 
or occasional supernova explosions are found to be able to clean up the gas supply. 
• The largest scales on which we can reliably "detect" dark matter are those corresponding to 
clusters of galaxies. Merritt has shown that the distribution of dark matter in the Coma cluster 
is inherently underdetermined by the sorts of observations we can make at present: although 
most of the matter making up this cluster must be dark, it is impossible to say whether it 
is concentrated near the center, or distributed nearly uniformly. The latter sort of model is 
intriguing because it suggests a natural way to "link" the cores of galaxy clusters to a Universe 
with a closure density of dark matter. Merritt has also investigated the distribution of dark 
matter on smaller scales. With graduate student Peter Leonard (Toronto), he has developed 
a new method, based on proper motion studies of individual stars, to calculate the mass of 
open star clusters. They find that there is no evidence for nonluminous matter on these "small" 
scales, suggesting that dark matter is not an important component of the disks of galaxies. 
• Merritt , in collaboration with a CITA visitor, Luis Aguilar (Harvard), has shown that the 
shapes of galaxies formed via gravitational collapse are determined not by the initial conditions, 
but by a "bar" instability that acts during the collapse. Our simulations suggest that elliptical 
galaxies that form in this way should be triaxial, with axis rati08 - 2/3. 
• The amount and extent of the dark matter in the hal08 of galaxies is a question that eludes 
an easy solution. Because of the lack of dynamical tracers in the outer parts of galaxies, little 
is known about the amount of dark matter there. Tom Quinn, collaborating with P. Kronberg 
(Toronto), is attempting to explore this region by modeling interacting galactic systems with 
N-body simulations. The N"body simulations are being run on a Cray X-MP using a hierarchical 
scheme. The system being modeled is the int"racting pair Arp 205, for which L. Noreau and P. 
~ronberg have HI spectral observations made at the VLA. It JS hoped that the unusual features 
m these observations can provide constraints on the amount of dark matter in the system. 
• It is often said that the "fundamental problem in stellar dynamics" is to determine the distri
bution function of a stellar system from photometric and kinematic observations. Tremainez together with D. Richstone (Michigan), have developed a new approach to this problem, based 
on maximum-entropy techniques. The advantage of maximum entropy here is the same as in 
other deconvolution problems: it yields the "most non-committal" estimate of the distribution 
function that is consistent with the observations. Their code has already been applied to obser
vations of the nuclei of M31 and M32 by Dressler and Richstone, and led to the conclusion that 
dark objects, probably black holes , of mass 107 to lOS M0 were present at the centres of these 
galaxies. 
• Tremaine andJraduate student Blaine Little have reanalyzed the evidence for dark matter 
in the Galactic h 0 from the dynamics of distant globular clusters and satellite galaxies. They 
find that the data are inconsistent with the usual hypothesis that the Galaxy has an isothermal 
halo extending to 100-200 kpc, and in fact strongly suggest that the total mass of the Galaxy 
is less than 5)( 10" M0, which would correspond to a halo of:5 50 kpc radius. Such a small mass 
is inconsistent with fashionable ideas of galaxy formation (e.g. cold dark matter) but reminds 
liS that the direct evidence ·/or dark mass in galaxies beyond the end of the HI rotal.ion curves 
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is very weak. 

Stars and Compact Objects 
• Boothroyd continued to investigate carbon star formation , extending his tSesis work at Cal
tech, in collaborating with I.-Juliana Sackmann (Caltech). Their recent work, as well as work by 
former CITA postdoc John Lattanzio, has indicated a solution to the long-outstanding problem 
of low-mass carbon star formation, but much remains to be done to put the understanding on 
a firmer basis. 
• Bond and Lome Nelson, in collaboration with CITA Reinhardt Fellow Don VandenBerg 
(U. Victoria), have initiated a stud y of the "lithium problem" in various astrophysical con
texts, particularly focussing on destruction in pre-main-sequence stars. Such an investigation is 
particularly timely given the tremendous amount of observational information that is currently 
available, the paucity of stellar evolution calculations tlhowing the relative importance of' Li and 
7 Li burning, and the fact that the viability of several new Scenari08 of primordial nuclC08fnthe
sis for which the baryon density parameter Os can be equal to unity (so the Universe could be 
closed with baryonic dark matter) depends sensitively on the predicted primordial abundances 
of Or; and 7Li . 
• Mike Fitchett completed a calculation of the gravitational radiation emitted by perturbed 
wide binary systems. These have proved to be interesting sources of gravitational radiation, in 
that they. have quite different characteristics to other sources. They emit gravitational radiation 
as copiously as close binaries, live as long, and emit at many frequencies. Such sources are most 
likely to arise if there is a population of Very Massive Object binary systems in galactic halos. 
• Mike Fitchett and CITA visitor Peter Eggleton (Cambridge) have analyzed the Yale Bright 
Star Catalog to search for wide binaries. A stellar evolution cOde developed by Eggleton is used 
to model selection effects. 
• P. Goldreich (Cal Tech); during a twa-month visit to CITA, examined the emission and 
absorption of acoustic radiation in turbulent fluids, an issue that is crucial to understanding 
the excitation of solar oscillations in convective regions of the Sun. Together with P. Kumar 
(Colorado) he has derived expressions for the emissivity and absorptivity as a function of Mach 
number. In part the derivations use analogies to the emission and absorption of electromagnetic 
radiation in which the fine-structure constant plays the role of the Mach number as a small 
parameter. 
• One of the most interesting binary stars known is the X-ray source 4U1820-30, which is located 
in a globular cluster and has the extremely short orbital period of 685 seconds: Lome Nelson, in 
collaboration with P. Joss, C. Ma, and S. Rappaport (MIT), has examined evolutionary scenari08 
leading to the formation of such a binary, and find it is best modelled by a neutron star and 
(- 0.06M0 ), helium-rich white dwarf companion; it is probably the core of a giant whose envelope 
was stripped during a common-envelope phase. They also find that the observed upper limit on 
the rate of change of the orbital period is consistent with that expected if gravitational radiation 
were solely responsible for the dissipation of orbital angular momentum. On this basis, they 
predict that period changes should be detected within a few years. Once these measurements 
have been obtained, it is expected that severe constraints on alternate theories of gravity can be 
imposed. After accurate models of the cooling of low-mass helium dwarfs have been computed, 
it should be possible (for the first time) to test the predictions made by theoretical models of 
common envelope evolution. 
• Lattanzio, in collaboration with Bertelli and Chiosi (Padova, Italy), compared the luminosity 
function of stellar models constructed with convective breathing pulses or convective overshoot
ing, to observed luminosity functions to discriminate between the two possibilities. 
• Immediately following the announcement of SN1987a in the Large Magellanic Cloud, P.G. 
Martin (among many others) identified the blue supergiant SK 202-69 as the probable progen
itor and became involved with S.E. Woosley and P.A. Pinto of the University of California at 
Santa Cruz in developing models of the explosion and subsequent evolution. The results of this 
first investigation, submitted for publication just one week after the event , explained several 
key characteristics of this supernova. In particular, it was shown that the relatively low optical 
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luminosity of the supernova, the high velocities and rapid evolution of the colour and luminosity, 
and the relatively small separation in time of the neutrino events and the first optical detection, 
were consistent with a relatively compact (blue) progenitor rather than a massive red supergiant 
which might otherwise have been expected. 
• In 1978 an unusually low electron temperature (500 K) was deduced for the old shell of Nova 
DQ Her 1934. This is understood qualitatively by the excess cooling from elements like C, N, 
and 0 whose abundances are greatly enhanced in the nova ejecta. Martin computed the basic 
radiative recombination coefficients required to explain the emission spectrum of H (amazingly 
enough not previously available even for this most basic element). An important extension of 
this work, now in progress, is to estimate effective recombination coefficients for lines of C, N, 
and 0 by a hydrogenic theory, since in the future such lines should provide one of the least 
ambigous means of deriving chemical abundances from emission line spectra. 
• Martin studied interstellar grain. which grow in the circumstellar outflows from giant stars, 
which provide in principle a more controlled "laboratory" for studying the formation processes. 
Martin and Rogers have developed a consistent theoretical framework for these studies, based on 
modelling of diverse circumstellar phenomena. They predicted the existence of extended optical 
reflection nebulosity around these objects, which has lead to an new view, with unprecedented 
resolution, of the mass loss history of these stars (observations carried out by D. Crabtree of the 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory). Their recent detailed study of an object (IRC+I0216) 
which is prototypical of those which spew out carbon rich material has concluded that, contrary 
to the popular view, such stars do not produce graphite (it is amorphous carbon) in the amount 
required to explain the graphite thought to be in the interstellar medium, thus bringing into 
doubt the identification of two of the four basic components of interstellar grains. They also 
demonstrated that the envelope near the stellar surface is far from being spherically symmetric. 
Solar System 

• Tom Quinn and Scott Tremaine, in collaboration with M. Duncan (Santa Cruz) have run 
Monte Carlo simulations of comet dynamics on a dedicated Sun 3/160 microcomputer. The 
Sun has been running simulations full-time since September 1986 and they have now acquired 
results corresponding to three years of VAX 11/780 CPU time. Their main effort 80 far has been 
devoted to simulating the scatterin~ of comets from the planetary region to the comet cloud. 
This simulation leads to the first dIrect estimate of the total population and radial extent of 
the comet cloud; they find that the observable or "Oort" cloud (semi-major axes 0 ~ 2O,OOOA.U.l 
contains only 20% of the whole cloud, which extends inward to - 5,000 A.U .. It features an "inner 
cloud that contains five tim~ the mass of the observable Dort cloud. This result permits them to 
estimate the maximum possible strength of a comet shower, about a factor of 30 enhancement in 
Bux over the mean. This is substantial but far less than the factor of 10' claimed by enthusiastic 
advocates of an extensive inner comet cloud. 
• Duncan, Quinn, and Tremaine have also investigated the origin of short period comets. It 
has been found that planetary captures of Oort cloud comets can not reproduce the observed 
distribution of the orbital elemets of short period comets. However, postulating the existence of 
a .belt of comets beyond Neptune, which are brought into the inner solar system by interactions 
WIth the planets, gives a distribution of short period comets which nicely matches that which 
is observed. They find that the conventional theory that short-period comets originate in the 
Oort comet cloud cannot explain the inclination distribution of the short-period comets (they 
!,,"e mostly in prograde equatorial orbits). The only plausible source of the short-period comets 
IS a belt of comets in the outer solar system. A belt of this kind has been recognized as a 
theoretical possibility for several decades but this work provides direct evidence that the belt 
must be present and contain at least a substantial fraction of an Earth mass of material. 
• Tremame and J . Wisdom (MIT) have developed a general N-body code to study the dynamics . 
of differentially rotating particle disks like planetary rings. The code isolates a small patch of 
the ring using shearing periodic boundary conditions of the kind invented by chemists to study 
non-equilibrium molecular· dynamics, and yields estimates of properties like the viscosity, solid 
fraction, velocity ellipsoid, optical depth and thickness that are oftl'n difficult to obtain in any 
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other way. One interesting and unexpected phenomenon is that in dense rings the particles 
arrange themselves on horiwntally stratified layers. 
• Tremaine, in collaboration with J . Heisler (Arizona) and C. Alcock (Livermore) have carried 
out the first numerical simulation of the time-dependence of the Bux of new comets. They found 
that the Bux varies irregularly by at least a factor of five over timescales of a few million years, 
so that comparisons of the cratering rate from the geological record with the present comet flux 
are meaningless beyond a precision of this level. 
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CITA NATIONAL FELLOWS 
CITA is a national centre for theoretical astrophysics located on the campus of the 

University of Toronto. As part of its mandate to enhance research opportunities and 
professional interactions throughout Canada, the Institute provides partial support for 
postdoctoral fellows working in theoretical astrophysics or closely related fields at Canadian 
universities outside Toronto, through its National Fellows program. Although there is no 
obligation for CITA National Fellows to spend part of their fellowship at CITA in Toronto, 
we strongly encourage such visits and would normally help to provide support for them. 

The responsibility for identifying and nominating potential CITA National Fellows 
who will work at a given university lies with the faculty at that university. For each 
prospective fellow, the nomination portfolio should consist of a curriculum vitae, bibliog
raphy, statement of proposed research, and three letters of recommendation, along with 
a supporting letter from a faculty member stating how the applicant is expected to con
tribute to the local research program. There is no limit on the number of nominations 
per faculty member or per university. The application will be examined by CITA Council 
and ranked along with, and using the same standards as, applications for research fellow 
positions to be held at CITA. 

There are presently three National Fellows, and we expect to award up to five new 
National Fellowships for the 1980-90 academic year, depending on funding. The deadline 
for nominations is January I, 1989. Nomination portfolios should be sent to: Prof. s. 
Tremaine, Director, Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics, McLennan Labs, 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario MSS lAl . 

CITA will notify the nominator of each successful candidate that a CITA National 
Fellowship has been awarded and will guarantee funding of $12,000 per year for up to 
two years towards the fellow's salary. It will then be up to the nominator to contact 
and recruit the applicant. All hiring will be done through the nominator's university. The 
remainder of the fellow 's salary must be raised from operating grants or by the nominator's 
university. Note that the maximum stipend from NSERC funds (including the $12,000 from 
CITA) cannot exceed the NSERC ceiling ($22,800 as of May I, 1988) although there is no 
restriction on the use of non-NSERC funds to supplement the stipend. 
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CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS! 

INSTITUT CANADIEN D' ASTROPHYSIQUE THEORIQUE 

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 

CITA is ~ n~tion~l centre for theoretical ~strophysics located 
at the University of Toronto . The Institute expects t o award 
five to tcn research fellowships with a starting date of September 
I, 1989. The appointments will be of two kindS: postdoctoral 
fellows (two year duration) and research associ~tes (three year 
renewable to five). Fellows are expected to carry out origin~l 
research in theoretical astrophysics under the general supervi s i on 
of the permanent faculty or visitors to CITA, whose interests 
include: cosmology, interstellar matter, nuclear and relativistic 
~strophysics, star formation, stellar structure, active galactic 
nuclei ~nd g~lactic and solar ·system dynamics . 

Applicants should send ~ curriculum vit~e and st~tement of rese~rch 
interests , and arrange for three letters of recommcnd~tion to be 
sent to: Prof. S. Tremaine, Director, Canadian Institute for 
Theoretical Astrophysics, HcLenn~n Labs, University of Toronto , 
Toronto, Ontario CANADA H5S lAI 

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS JANUARY I , 1989. 

In ~ccordance with immigration regulations, the advertisement for 
research associates is directed in the first instance to Canadian 
citizens or permanent residents, but all qualified candidates a re 
encouraged to apply. 

MICROOENSITOMETER FOR RENT 

Gary Robertson and Associates is pleased to aQnounce the acquisition 
of the first commercially available Microdensitometer in Canada. Manufactured 
by Perkin-Elmer Inc., Cali fornia , the POS 1010M provides 0 - 50 dynamic range 
within a 1 micron repeatability accuracy. Scanning options include a PMT 
photosensor or CCO image sensor . 

This fully integrated system is now being made available as a depot 
service to a wide variety of clients in Canada . Hourly r ates are negotiated 
and based upon usage and application . For further information contact : 

Gary Robertson and Associates 
400-30 Col onnade Road 
Nepean , Ontario 
K2E 7J6 
(613 ) 723 - 737 4 
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THE USSR SPECIAL OBSERVATORY REVISITED 

J aymie H. Hatthews and William H. Wehlau 
Department of Astronomy 

University of We s tern Ontario 

I n December 1987 , we travelled to the Special Astrophysical Observatory 
(SAO) of the Soviet Academy of Sciences for an observing run on the 6-m tele
scope . A report of Dr . Wehlau's first visit to the observatory, describing 
the facilities and site quality, can be found in Cassiopeia _50 . 

Optical astronomy at the SAO, located in the Caucasus mountains about 
200 km from the Black Sea , is still basically a one-telescope operation . The 
large support staff of roughly 700 (I) divides its efforts between the 6-m on 
the observatory ridge and the RATAN 600-m radio "ring" in a nearby valley . 
Two smaller telescopes also share the mountain - one being a 1 : 10 scale eng
ineering model of the 6-m - but they see little scientific use . However, the 
SAO is having its first expansion in some time with the construction by East 
Germany of a l-m telescope at the same site . The pier for this facility had 
jus t been completed during our visit . 

We were using the 6-m telescope with its long-focus Nasmyth spectrograph 
to obtain high -dispersion [z., A mm- l ) spectra of a few Ap stars with moderate 
vsini . (There is no coude focus in the altazimuth configuration of the tele
scope; instruments are mounted at the prime focus or in the piers at the two 
Nasmyth foci.) Line profiles from the spectra - obtained at various phases 
in the rotation cycle of each star - would be analysed to map the abundance 
distribution of certain elemente on the surface, through "Doppler imaging" 
techniques pioneered by Dr . Vera Khokhlova and her Soviet colleagues . (This 
approach has since been developed further by both Dr . Wehlau here at UWO and 
Dr . John Rice of Brando~ University . ) There was considerable interest in our 
observations at the SAD, since the Ap star "working group" is one of the 
Observatory ' s largest and most active. Among the current programmes of these 
astronomers is a long-term study of magnetic fields in Ap stars using a newly 
commissioned prime-focus magnetometer . Unfortunately for us, their intense 
enthusiasm and support were not quite enough to dissipate the heavy cloud 
cover or calm the mountain winds that plagued our observing run. As a 
result , we managed only about two useable nights out of eight ; hence , it was 
difficult to achieve the rotation phase coverage we needed for this work . 

Weather problems aside , a basic limitation for high SIN spectroscopy at 
the Observatory is the lack of sensitive electronic detectors . The principal 
detector used with the 6-m telescope is still the photographic plate, and 
progress towards electronic arrays has been slow . The photo processing labs 
at t he SAO were recently upgraded, suggesting that the Observatory is commit
ted to photographic emulsions for some time to come . However, preparations 
were being made to install a CCD at the Nasmyth spectrograph . (Ironically, 
according to an astronomer at the Sternberg Astronomical Institute in Hoscow, 
one of the first Soviet applications of CCD technology to astronomy was to 
mount an array on the small transit telescope operated by their national time 
s e r v ice !) .' 
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Although detector technology is seriously lagging behind, there is some 
evidenc e that computers are finding increasing - and more effective - use In 
Soviet astronomy . Because of the altazimuth mount of the 6-m telescope , 
c omputer control was an essential feature of the telescope design from its 
inception in the 1960 ' s , However , many of the original analog dials on the 
control console which display coordinates, U.T., air mass, etc . have finally 
been replaced with a computer monitor . Since array detectors are not yet in 
use, neither Are micro- and minicomputers for instrument control and data 
ac quisition . Host of the research computing is done on "main-frames" roughly 
equivalent in computing power to a small VAX, or on machines which appear 
modelled after the PDP 11/23. At the SAO headquarters, the computing centre 
occupies one floor of the main building . Host of the work there was being 
carried out on interactive terminals , but we noticed that keypunches and card 
readers were still in regular use as well . 

The daily routine at the Special Observatory is a paradoxical mix of 
bureaucratic regimen a nd casual informality . The former was exemplified by 
the necessity to have our passports ready for inspection upon entrance to the 
telescope dome, and a fixed meal schedule at the observers' dormitory which 
does not allow for the changes in time of sunset between summer and winter . 
In contrast, last minute revisions to the 6-m schedule were made by our 
astronomer-hosts (sacrificing their own observing time) to stretch our run 
and compensate for the poor weather we had experienced . It is difficult to 
imagine impromptu "time-juggling" like this on a large telescope at any other 
major observatory. Such informality , combined with our less-than-perfect 
command of the Russian language, did lead to a few unusual incidents . For 
example : We were about to embark on a long hike to the end of the observa
tory ridge, haVing been told that we would be free for that afternoon. Just 
before we set out, a staff member arrived in a car to take us to the SAO 
headquarters (30 minutes away) where we were to be giving colloquium talks in 
less than an hour . 

Despite these occasional lapses in communication, we always found our 
hosts at the SAO and the Astronomical Council in Hoscow to be both hospitable 
and extremely cooperative . Our scientific exchanges were also quite stimula
ting. We were impressed by the vigour of some of the research being carried 
out by stellar astronomers in the Soviet Union, particularly in light of the 
handicaps they face in technology and bureaucracy . 

Preliminary Program for the Joint commission Meeting on 
Problems of Infrared Extinction and Standardization 

1988 August 4, Baltimore 

1 . Introduction & Invitation - E.F . Milone 
2. The Extinction Problem - A. T. young 
3 . Models of Infrared Atmospheric Extinction - K_ Volk, T. A. Clark , E_F. Milone 
4 . Atmospheric Extinction in the Infrared - R.J. Angione 
5 _ Infrared Extinction at Sutherland - I.S. Glass, B_S. Carter 
6 . Determining Solar & Stellar Spectra Above the Atmosphere by Computing JHKLM 

Photometry: Standard Systems, Passbands and Intrinsic Colors - M. S _ Bessell , 
J.M . Brett 

7 . Standardization with Infrared Arrays - I. McLean 
8 . Summary & Conclusions - R. Bell . 

We have room for one or two more papers ; inte rested persons s hould 
contact t he unde r signed. 

E. F . Mil one , Chairman 

I 
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CANADIAN ASTRONOMY PUBLICATIONS 
March 12, 1988 to June 22, 1988 

If you have a preprint or other Canadian publication , we would like to 
include it in this list . Please send a copy (or a photocopy of the 
tit le page) to : 

Canadian Astronomy Publications List 
Astronomy Library 
University of Toronto 
Room 1306 
60 St . George Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S lA7 

A. PREPRINTS OF RESEARCH PAPERS 

The following is a list of preprints written by Canadian astronomers and 
received at the Astronomy library within the dates given above. 

The preprints are arranged in alphabetical order according to the 
surname of the f irst listed author. Originating institution and date of 
receipt at the library are given . 

* * ••••• * •••••••••• ********.**.*****.** •• **** •••• ********** ••••• *****. * ** 

Barker , Paul K. Magnetic fields in Be stars? UWO. 14 June B8 

Barker , Paul K. Discrete components in OB and Be stars: the shocking 
truth? UWO . 14 June 88 

Beech , Martin . On the trail of meteor trains. uwo . 14 June 88 

Bell , M. B. ; Seaquist , E. R. Detection of C3H2 emission in the radio 
galaxy Centaurus A (-NGC 5128). HIA. 6 April 88 

Borra, E. F.; Brousseau , D. Automated analysis of slitless spectra III : 
Galaxies . U Laval . 11 May B8 

Carignan , Claude ; Freeman, Kenneth C. DDO 154 : A "dark" galaxy? 
Montreal. 13 June BB 

Chan , S . Josephine ; Kwok , Sun . The transition from oxygen-rich to carbon 
stars . U Calgary/ Rothney Obs . 11 May 8B 

Clifton , T. R. ; 'Frail , D. A. ; Kulkarni, Shrinivas R. ; Weisberg, J .M. 
Neutral hydrogen absorption observati ons towards high dispersion 
me as ure pUlsa r s". U Cal/Berke1e y/* U of T. 25 April BB 

-
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Couchman , H.M.P . ; McGill, C.; Olowin , R.P . Clustering in the southern 
Cluster Survey . CITA . 7 J une 88 

Cowley , A. P. ; Hutchings, J . B.; Crampton , D. Spectroscopy and ki nematics 
of the low-mass x- ray b i naries . DAO . 25 May 88 

Crampton, David; Cowley , A. P. ; Schmidtke , P. C. ; Janson, T. ; Durrell , P . 
Quasar candidates in two extended CFHT fields : 1338+27 and 1639+40 . 
DAO . 25 May 88 

Crampton , David ; Cowley , A.P .; Hartwick , F.D .A. Redshifts of quasars i n 
the CFHTjMMT survey : further evidence for isolated groups . DAO . 25 
May 88 

Davidge, T. J . / Pritchet , C.J. A faint eclipsing binary associated with 
the galactic thick disk or halo. CFHT . 24 March 88 

Duffy , A.G.; Hawkes , R. L. ; Jones , J . Television observations of the 1984 
Orionid shower . Mount Allison. 22 March 8B 

Evans, Nancy Remage; Welch, Douglas L. The or bit and companion of the 
classical cepheid AW Per . DDO/U of T. 26 May 88 

Evans, Nancy Remage . Cepheid binaries with large mass ratios (Ml/M2) . 
DDO/U of T. 6 April BB 

Evans, Nancy Remage; Douglas L. welch . The orbit of the cepheid AW Per. 
DDO/U of T. 6 April BB 

Freedman, Wendy L.; Madore , Barry F . Distances to the galaxies M81 and 
NGC 2403 from CCD I - band photomet ry of cepheids . Mt . Wi1sonfLas 

"Campanas. 25 April BB 

Gaetz, T. J . *; Richard J . Edgar ; Roger A. Chevalier . Stability o f 
radiative shocks wi th time dependent cooling U Vir gini a , 'UWO . 
6 April BB 

Hesser , James E. Globular clusters in the galaxy and beyond . DAO . 
26 April BB 

Hickson , Paul ; Kindl , Enrico ; Huchra , J ohn P. Discordant redshi f ts i n 
compact groups of galaxies. UBC. 22 June 8B 
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Hi ckson, Paul ; Rood, Herbert J . The nature of compact groups of 
galaxies . UBC . 22 J une BB 

Hickson , Paul ; Kindl, Enrico ; Huchra, John P. Morphology of galaxie s in 
compact groups . UBC. 22 June B8 

Hri vnak, Bruce J. Radial velocity study and absolute parameters of the 
contact binary AB Andromedae . DAO. 25 May BB 

Hughes , V.A . Radio observations of Cepheus A I. The evolving 
pre-main-sequence stars in Cep A East? Queen's U. 3 June BB 

Hutchings, J.B.; Hickson, P. Extended emission line regions in active 
galaxies . DAO . 26 April BB 

Irwin , Judith A. ; Seaquist , E. R. Nuclear jets in the radio lobe spiral 
galaxy, NGC3079 . DDO/U of T. 22 June B8 

Ka i ser , Nick . Local large scale structure vs cold dark matter. CITA . 
7 June BB 

Kormendy, John . An ongoing technical revolution in astronomy . DAO . 
26 April 8B 

Koubsky , P. ; P.K . Barker* et al . Ultraviolet observations of CX 
Draconis . Astron Inst . , Czech . /*UWO. 14 June 88 

Kronberg, Philipp P. Radio astronomy imaging using the CRAY X-MP at the 
Ontario Centre for Large Scale Computation . DDO/U of T. 24 May BB 

Landstreet , J . D. The magnetic field and abundance distribution geometry 
o f the peculiar A star 53 Camelopardalis . UWO. 13 May 8B 

Leonard , Peter J . T. Stellar collisions in globular clusters containing 
hard primordial binaries . DDO/U of T. 21 June 8B 

Long , Knox S . ; Blair, William P. ; van den Bergh , Sidney. An improved 
proper motion measurement of SN1006. DAO . 26 April B8 

Ma nn, Patric k J . -Finite difference methods for the classical particle
part icle gr avi tati onal N- body problem. Queen ' s U. 14 June BB 

5B 

Mann , Patrick J . A new finite element method for sphericaliy symmetric 
relativi s tic collapse . Quee n's U. 14 June B8 

Matthews, Jaymie M. ; Wolfgang P. Gieren . Measurements of IAU radial 
velocity standards using "fibre- fed " spectra. UWO. 7 April 8B 

Matthews, Jaymie M.; Wehlau, William H.; Walker, Gordon A.H . ; Yang, 
Stephenson . Detection of radial velocity variations in the rapidly 
oscillating Ap star HR 1217. UWO. 13 May BB 

Matthews, Jaymie M.; Kreidl, Tobias J . ; Wehlau, William H. A search for 
rapidly oscillating Ap stars : I . The Ap-rich open cluster HGC 2516 . 
II. Evidence for oscillations in the field star HD 116763 . UWO. 14 
June 8B 

Matthews , Jaymie M. A possible mechanism for exciting pulsation in cool 
Ap stars. UWO. 7 April BB 

Merritt, David. Internal dynamics of galaxy clusters . CITA . 14 June 8B 

Mitalas , R. Branching of the PP chains . UWO . 13 May BB 

Moorhead, J.M. ; Lowe , R.P . ; Maillard, J . - P. I Wehlau, W. H. ; Bernath, 
P.F. Search for HeH+ in NGC 7027 . UWO . 14 June 19BB 

Morton, Donald C. ; York, Donald G. ; Jenkins, Edward B. A search list of 
lines for QSO absorption systems. DAO. 25 May 8B 

Nemec , James M. I Wehlau , Amelia; De Oliveira , Claudia Mendes. Variable 
stars in the Ursa Minor dwarf galaxy. UBC. 15 June B8 

Oliversen, Nancy A. ; *Evans , Nancy R. ; Anderson, Christopher M. The 
nebular velocity structure of AG Pegasi . GSFC/ *U of T. 20 April B8 

Percy , John R.; Coffin, Bruce L.; Drukier, Gordon A.; Ford , R. Paul ; 
Plume , Rene; Richer, Michael G. ; Spalding , Robert . Photometric 
monitoring of bright Be stars . DDO/U of T. 29 April BB 

Puche , D. ; et al. The di stance to the nebula Ml- 7B. U de Montreal . 
13 May 8B 
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lfATI(JW, RADIO AST10Dfi <IlSBRVAnRl 

SCImTIFIC POCGRAMMER 

The National Radio Astronarry CIlserva.tory hISs an 1mne:11.a.te ~ for a 
staff scientist in the Computer Division to develop am JMintain applications 
cxxie for reduction of radio IIBtronanioal data within its Astronan1.oal Image 
Prooess~ System (AlPS). The position is lBsed in SOoorro. New Mexico. 
The 1¢i vidual selecte:1 will work with a teI!Im of AlPS progr!ll1llle1"S am in 
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for 1n:xJrporation into AlPS. 
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that confOI"llS to pre-ilStabl..1s stan:la.rds are essential. . It is expecte:1 
that the suooessful. oanlldate will devote appI'0XiJr8tely 2M. of his/ her time 
to self -d1recte:1 research in radio astronomy or astronomioal image ~. 
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